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ABSTRACT

The Javalambre-Physics of the Accelerating Universe Astrophysical Survey (J-PAS) is a photometric survey that is poised to scan several thousands
of square degrees of the sky. It will use 54 narrow-band filters, combining the benefits of low-resolution spectra and photometry. Its offshoot,
miniJPAS, is a 1 deg2 survey that uses J-PAS filter system with the Pathfinder camera. In this work, we study mJPC2470-1771, the most massive
cluster detected in miniJPAS. We survey the stellar population properties of the members, their star formation rates (SFR), star formation histories
(SFH), the emission line galaxy (ELG) population, spatial distribution of these properties, and the ensuing effects of the environment. This work
shows the power of J-PAS to study the role of environment in galaxy evolution. We used a spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting code to derive
the stellar population properties of the galaxy members: stellar mass, extinction, metallicity, (u− r)res and (u− r)int colours, mass-weighted age, the
SFH that is parametrised by a delayed-τ model (τ, t0), and SFRs. We used artificial neural networks for the identification of the ELG population
via the detection of the Hα, [NII], Hβ, and [OIII] nebular emission. We used the Ew(Hα)-[NII] (WHAN) and [OIII]/Hα-[NII]/Hα (BPT) diagrams
to separate them into individual star-forming galaxies and AGNs. We find that the fraction of red galaxies increases with the cluster-centric radius;
and at 0.5R200 the red and blue fractions are both equal. The redder, more metallic, and more massive galaxies tend to be inside the central part of
the cluster, whereas blue, less metallic, and less massive galaxies are mainly located outside of the inner 0.5R200. We selected 49 ELG, with 65.3%
of them likely to be star-forming galaxies, dominated by blue galaxies, and 24% likely to have an AGN (Seyfert or LINER galaxies). The rest are
difficult to classify and are most likely composite galaxies. These latter galaxies are red, and their abundance decreases with the cluster-centric
radius; in contrast, the fraction of star-forming galaxies increases outwards up to R200. Our results are compatible with an scenario in which galaxy
members were formed roughly at the same epoch, but blue galaxies have had more recent star formation episodes, and they are quenching out from
within the cluster centre. The spatial distribution of red galaxies and their properties suggest that they were quenched prior to the cluster accretion
or an earlier cluster accretion epoch. AGN feedback or mass might also stand as an obstacle in the quenching of these galaxies.

Key words. galaxies: clusters: individual: mJPC2470-1771 – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: photometry – galaxies: stellar content –
galaxies: star formation

1. Introduction

Galaxies in clusters interact with each other as well as
with the intracluster medium through processes such as
ram-pressure stripping (Gunn et al. 1972), tidal stripping
(Malumuth & Richstone 1984), or harassment (Moore et al.
1996). These processes affect the galaxies’ star formation and
evolutionary processes and can lead to a greater presence of
massive galaxies in dense environments and lower star for-
mation rates (SFRs) in such regions (e.g., Lewis et al. 2002;
Gómez et al. 2003; Baldry et al. 2006). Galaxies in clusters are
therefore a great laboratory for studying the role of environment
in galaxy evolution.

Certainly, interactions within galaxy clusters play a relevant
role in the transformation of galaxies (Boselli & Gavazzi 2006).
Since the pioneering work by Dressler (1980) it is well-known
that there is a morphology-density relation that may imply a con-
nection between dense environments and the transformation and

evolution of galaxies. This relation shows that as local galaxy
density increases, so does the fraction of early-type galaxies,
and the fraction of spirals decreases. Dressler (1980) explains
this relation as a reflection of the time scale of the formation
of the disc of galaxies. This morphology-density relation has
been confirmed by many works both at the levels of the nearby
universe (e.g., Cappellari et al. 2011; Fogarty et al. 2014) and at
higher redshift (e.g., Muzzin et al. 2012). This relation could be
the result of galaxy-galaxy merging processes and ram-pressure
stripping, since these activities can lead to the formation of
a spheroidal component, resulting in the morphological trans-
formation of late- to early-type galaxies (Boselli et al. 2008;
De Rijcke et al. 2010; Joshi et al. 2020; Peschken et al. 2020;
Janz et al. 2021).

The effect of dense environments can be also seen in the
properties of galaxy populations. Density strongly affects the
stellar mass distribution and, at fixed stellar mass, the star for-
mation rate and nuclear activity depend on the density as well,
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however, the structural parameters are independent of the envi-
ronment (Kauffmann et al. 2004). Balogh et al. (2004) showed
that, at fixed luminosity, the mean (u − r) colour of red and blue
galaxies is almost independent of the environment, but the frac-
tion of red galaxies increases with density. These authors pro-
pose that the transformations from blue to red must occur very
rapidly (in this case, the process is known as ‘quenching’) or
at high redshift. Along this line, Bower et al. (1990) results also
point out that galaxies in denser environments are older on aver-
age, meaning that galaxies in denser environments have had their
star formation truncated at earlier epochs, as opposed to galaxies
in less dense environments. This age-density relation is also seen
in red sequence galaxies in the work by Cooper et al. (2010),
showing also a weak correlation between metal-rich galaxies and
denser environments. This age-density relation is supported by
several other works (e.g., Trager et al. 2000; Thomas et al. 2005;
Clemens et al. 2006; Bernardi et al. 2006; Smith et al. 2008).

Clusters, in particular those formed at more recent times,
are also dynamically in-mature structures that have doubled
their mass since z ∼ 0.5 (Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2009; Gao et al.
2012). The accretion times for z = 0 cluster members are
quite extended, with ∼20% of them incorporated into the clus-
ter halo more than 7 Gyr ago and ∼20% within the last 2 Gyr
(Berrier et al. 2009). Thus, the galaxy populations in clusters
have evolved rapidly since z ∼ 0.5, with the accretion of star-
forming galaxies into the cluster and their transformation into
early-type red galaxies.

The so-called Butcher-Oemler effect (Butcher & Oemler
1978, 1984) also reflects the evolutionary nature of clusters. It
shows that the fraction of blue galaxies is larger for clusters at
higher redshift (e.g., Balogh et al. 2000; Ellingson et al. 2001;
Diaferio et al. 2001). Moreover, these studies have found that
blue galaxies are mostly located outside the cluster cores and that
the effect is not significant for distances larger than 0.5R200. In
fact, passive galaxies are mainly located in the virialised regions
while the emission line galaxies are more common in the out-
skirts of the clusters (Haines et al. 2012, 2015; Noble et al. 2013,
2016; Mercurio et al. 2021). In contrast, the Faint Infrared Grism
Survey (FIGS, Pirzkal et al. 2017) revealed that [OIII] emitters
are more common close to groups, but there is no evidence of
a relation between SFR and local galaxy density (Pharo et al.
2020).

Quenching is an important effect related not only to the envi-
ronment, but also to the galaxy mass. Peng et al. (2010) sep-
arated the effects of the mass and the environment in halting
star formation and they considered quenching as a combination
of both effects (mass-quenching and environment-quenching).
Other works have also shown that certain processes that are in
some way related to the galaxy stellar mass can suppress the star
formation in galaxies independently of the environment (see e.g.,
Peng et al. 2012; Arcila-Osejo et al. 2019; Contini et al. 2020;
Guo et al. 2021). In fact, AGN feedback can play a relevant
role by heating the infalling gas, thus preventing further star
formation in the galaxy (Di Matteo et al. 2005; Fabian 2012;
McNamara & Nulsen 2012), although this approach remains
open for debate (Esposito et al. 2022; Wang & Yang 2022). The
central velocity dispersion is correlated with the mass of the cen-
tral black hole of galaxies, so it is connected the AGN feedback
and it has been shown to play a crucial role in quenching (see
e.g., Bluck et al. 2020; Brownson et al. 2022).

Some environmental processes can temporarily enhance the
star formation due to the inflow of gas toward the central
part (e.g., galaxy-galaxy interactions) or the compression of
the gas (e.g., ram pressure stripping Joseph & Wright 1985;

Park & Hwang 2009; Ellison et al. 2013; Ruiz-Lara et al. 2020;
Boselli et al. 2021; Mazzi et al. 2021; Lizée et al. 2021). Never-
theless, these environment mechanisms eventually shut down the
process of star formation by heating or removing the gas from
galaxies (Alatalo et al. 2015; Davies et al. 2015; Lisenfeld et al.
2017; Joshi et al. 2019).

Alternatively, the halo mass is proposed as the main prop-
erty that is causally linked to the rapid shut down of the
star formation (see e.g., Bluck et al. 2014; Woo et al. 2015;
Montero-Dorta et al. 2021) because the fraction of quenched
galaxies is more correlated with the group or cluster halo mass at
a fixed M? than with M? at a fixed halo mass (Woo et al. 2013).
A bimodality exists in the specific star formation rates (sSFR,
i.e. the ratio of the SFR to the stellar mass) of satellite galax-
ies (those falling into denser haloes) and they are more likely to
be quenched than field galaxies (Wetzel et al. 2012). In addition,
mass and environment quenching could be connected to mas-
sive halos that heat the cold-accreted gas, thereby preventing fur-
ther star formation (Dekel & Birnboim 2006). Furthermore, the
quenching of satellites is correlated not only to halo-mass, but it
is also anticorrelated with regard to the group and cluster radial
distance (Woo et al. 2013, 2017). Nonetheless, the IllustrisTNG
simulations show that the dependence of the quenched galaxy
fraction with the cluster-centric radius is also a function of the
mass of halos. Thus, although the fraction of quenched low-mass
satellites in less massive halos is higher closer to the centre, it
is independent of the distance in massive halos (Donnari et al.
2021). However, after several decades of debate, the relevance
of the different processes that can lead to the quenching of star
formation and the transformation of galaxies in clusters is not
yet clear.

Photometric surveys with broad band filters, such as
the Local Cluster Substructure Survey (LoCuSS, Haines et al.
2015), the Advance Large Homogeneous Area Medium Band
Redshift Astronomical (ALHAMBRA Ascaso et al. 2015),
the VIMOS Public Extragalactic Redshift Survey (VIPERS
Haines et al. 2017), the Subaru Strategic Program with the
Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC-SSP, Lin et al. 2017; Jian et al.
2018), and the Gemini Observations of Galaxies in Rich Envi-
ronments (GOGREEN McNab et al. 2021), have been essential
in the detection and study of galaxy clusters. Surveys with nar-
row band filters at specific wavelengths aimed at selecting emis-
sion lines (Lin et al. 2017; Koyama et al. 2018; Hayashi et al.
2020) and identifying infalling galaxies in the outskirt of clus-
ters (Kodama et al. 2004) have been very useful for identify-
ing the galaxy populations in clusters. However, these surveys
could suffer from several problems related to contamination
from: 1) field interlopers due to the lack of precise redshifts for
the galaxy cluster membership; 2) dusty star-forming galaxies
in the cluster red galaxy population due to the non-correction
of colours by extinction; 3) AGNs in the star-forming galaxy
population. Furthermore, the small FoV of some instruments,
(e.g., with Tunable Filters, as in Sánchez-Portal et al. 2015;
Rodríguez del Pino et al. 2017) hinders the observation of the
whole cluster or beyond the cluster centre.

The Javalambre-Physics of the Accelerating Universe Astro-
physical Survey (J-PAS; Benítez et al. 2009, 2014) is poised
to overcome the problems associated with broad and narrow
band photometric surveys. J-PAS will be a very powerful tool in
detecting galaxy clusters and providing new clues for the under-
standing of the role of dense environment in quenching star for-
mation in galaxies. J-PAS is a photometric survey that will scan
thousands of square degrees of the sky. With its 54 narrow-band
filters (FWHM ∼ 145 Å, with a difference of ∼100 Å between
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the central wavelength of each one), plus two medium and four
broadband filters, it will provide data of a scope that is compara-
ble to very-low-resolution spectroscopy (R ∼ 60,∆λ ∼ 100 Å).

J-PAS is ideal for studies focused on the role of environment in
galaxy evolution thanks to its capability to detect galaxy clusters
and groups (see González Delgado et al. 2022). It will be able to
provide robust cluster or group detection based on accurate pho-
tometric redshifts (Hernán-Caballero et al. 2021).The sensitivity
of the survey allows us to easily observe the whole galaxy clus-
ter memberships brighter than 22.5 in r band and to study the
quenching as a function of cluster-centric radius. J-PAS is ideal
for SED fitting and for identifying and characterise the blue and
red galaxy populations (González Delgado et al. 2021). Given its
spectral coverage and resolution, it is capable of identifying emis-
sion line objects and also measuring the lines Hα, [NII]λ6584, Hβ,
and [OIII]λ5007 in clusters at z < 0.35 (Martínez-Solaeche et al.
2021, 2022). These lines are relevant to discriminate between the
AGN and star-forming (SF) populations and to study their spatial
distribution within the cluster.

At present, there is data available using the J-PAS photomet-
ric system: miniJPAS (Bonoli et al. 2021). In this paper, we iden-
tify the galaxy populations to study the variation of galaxy prop-
erties as a function of the cluster-centric radius in the largest
cluster detected in miniJPAS, mJPC2470-1771. The ultimate
goal is to demonstrate the capability and the power of J-PAS
for investigating the characterisation of galaxy populations in
galaxy clusters, as well as the role of environment in quenching
the star formation. This will allow us to shed light on the pro-
cesses responsible for transforming blue and star-forming galax-
ies into red galaxies in this dense environments.

This paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we briefly
summarise the miniJPAS observations and calibrations as well as
the selection of the cluster members. In Sect. 3, we describe the
methods used to identify and study the stellar population prop-
erties of the galaxies and we compare the results obtained with
different photometries. In Sect. 4, we present the stellar popula-
tion properties of these galaxy populations, we divide our ELG
into star-forming (SF) galaxies and galaxies with an active galac-
tic nuclei (AGN), and we study the SFR of the cluster galaxies.
In Sect. 5, we discuss our results in terms of their spatial and
radial distributions and in Sect. 6, we summarise our results and
present our conclusions.

Throughout this paper, we assume a Lambda cold dark mat-
ter (ΛCDM) cosmology with h = 0.674, ΩM = 0.315, ΩΛ =
0.685, based on the latest results from Planck Collaboration VI
(2020). This is the same cosmology used by Bonoli et al. (2021).
We use the AB magnitude system Oke & Gunn (1983). We use
the standard notation M∆ for the mass enclosed within a sphere
of radius R∆, within which the mean overdensity equals ∆×ρc(z)
at a particular redshift z; that is, M∆ = (4π∆/3)ρc(z)R3

∆
.

2. Data: miniJPAS

2.1. Observations and calibration

The miniJPAS survey (Bonoli et al. 2021) is a 1 deg2 imaging
survey performed at the Observatorio Astrofísico de Javalambre,
(OAJ, Cenarro et al. 2014) using the 2.5m Javalambre Survey
Telescope (JST/T250, Cenarro et al. 2018), which provides a
good image quality along the optical spectral range (3300–
11 000 Å). The instrument used for the data acquisition is
the JPAS-Pathfinder camera. It has a single charge-coupled
device (CCD) with 9.2k× 9.2k pixel. The resulting field of
view (FoV) is 0.27 deg2 and the pixel scale is 0.23′′ pixel−1.

The survey consists of four pointings along the AEGIS stripe
(Davis et al. 2007).

One of the greatest strengths of J-PAS resides in its pho-
tometric system. It consists of 54 narrow-band (NB) filters
with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 145 Å spaced
by 100 Å, covering the spectral range from 3780 Å to 9100 Å.
There are two broader filters complementing these NB ones:
uJAVA, a medium band filter with FWHM of 495 Å and cen-
tred at 3497 Å and J1007, a high-pass filter centred at 9316 Å.
This system provides low-resolution spectra (R ∼ 60), referred
to as J-spectra, and allows us to detect, identify, and charac-
terise the stellar population properties of galaxies up to z ∼
1 (González Delgado et al. 2021). The filter system was orig-
inally optimised to accurately measure photometric redshifts
(photo-z) for cosmological studies (Benítez et al. 2009, 2014;
Bonoli et al. 2021). In addition, four SSDS-like broadband fil-
ters are included: uJPAS, gSDSS, rSDSS, and iSDSS. In particular,
rSDSS is used as the reference detection band for the miniJ-
PAS ‘dual-mode’ catalogues. More information about the filter
system can be found in Marín-Franch et al. (2012) and
Bonoli et al. (2021).

The area observed in miniJPAS overlaps with the AEGIS
field, which is located in the north galactic hemisphere with
coordinates: (α, δ) = (215.00◦, +53.00◦). It is composed of four
pointings covering a total area of 1 deg2. The depth is deeper than
22 mag for filters with λ < 7500 Å and is ∼22 mag for longer
wavelengths. The data was processed by the Data Processing and
Archiving Unit (UPAD, Cristóbal-Hornillos et al. 2014) at Cen-
tro de Estudios de Física del Cosmos de Aragón (CEFCA). Fur-
ther details on the different processes involved (the processing of
single images, the final coadded images, the PSF treatment, the
photometry and its calibration, and the masks) can be found in
Bonoli et al. (2021). Nonetheless, the data used in this work was
obtained with SExtractor dual-mode (Bertin & Arnouts 1996).
The photometric calibration is an adaptation of the methodology
presented in López-Sanjuan et al. (2019). All the images and cat-
alogues are available through the CEFCA Web portal1, which
also offers advanced tools for data searches, visualisations, and
data queries (see Civera & Hernández 2020, and a future paper
is also forthcoming; Civera et al., in prep.).

2.2. Identification of galaxy members

The reference code for the detection of galaxy clusters in
this work is Adaptive Matched Identifier of Clustered Objects
(AMICO, Maturi et al. 2005; Bellagamba et al. 2018a), which is
an algorithm based on the optimal filtering technique (see e.g.,
Postman et al. 1996; Bellagamba et al. 2011, 2018b). It uses a
statistical description of the background noise and a template to
characterise the signal of the clusters. The signal is defined as the
product of the template and an amplitude, plus the noise compo-
nent. It uses several inputs, mainly the galaxies’ sky positions,
their magnitudes, and their redshifts, to compute this amplitude
and other parameters. Our parameter of interest is the associa-
tion probability assigned to each galaxy, which represents the
probability of the galaxy of being a member of the cluster. All
the details and AMICO inputs used for making this catalogue
of galaxy clusters in miniJPAS will be detailed in a forthcoming
work (Maturi et al., in prep.).

For this work, we use the results from AMICO when
using the PHOTOZ (the redshift corresponding to the maximum

1 https://archive.cefca.es/catalogues
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J-PAS is ideal for studies focused on the role of environment
in galaxy evolution thanks to its capability to detect galaxy clus-
ters and groups (see González Delgado et al. 2022). It will be
able to provide robust cluster or group detection based on ac-
curate photometric redshifts (Hernán-Caballero et al. 2021).The
sensitivity of the survey allows us to easily observe the whole
galaxy cluster memberships brighter than 22.5 in r band and to
study the quenching as a function of cluster-centric radius. J-
PAS is ideal for SED fitting and for identifying and characterise
the blue and red galaxy populations (González Delgado et al.
2021). Given its spectral coverage and resolution, it is capable
of identifying emission line objects and also measuring the lines
Hα, [NII]λ6584, Hβ, and [OIII]λ5007 in clusters at z < 0.35
(Martínez-Solaeche et al. 2021, 2022). These lines are relevant
to discriminate between the AGN and star-forming (SF) popula-
tions and to study their spatial distribution within the cluster.

At present, there is data available using the J-PAS photomet-
ric system: miniJPAS (Bonoli et al. 2021). In this paper, we iden-
tify the galaxy populations to study the variation of galaxy prop-
erties as a function of the cluster-centric radius in the largest
cluster detected in miniJPAS, mJPC2470-1771. The ultimate
goal is to demonstrate the capability and the power of J-PAS for
investigating the characterisation of galaxy populations in galaxy
clusters, as well as the role of environment in quenching the star
formation. This will allow us to shed light on the processes re-
sponsible for transforming blue and star-forming galaxies into
red galaxies in this dense environments.

This paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we briefly
summarise the miniJPAS observations and calibrations as well as
the selection of the cluster members. In Sect. 3, we describe the
methods used to identify and study the stellar population prop-
erties of the galaxies and we compare the results obtained with
different photometries. In Sect. 4, we present the stellar popula-
tion properties of these galaxy populations, we divide our ELG
into star-forming (SF) galaxies and galaxies with an active galac-
tic nuclei (AGN), and we study the SFR of the cluster galaxies.
In Sect. 5, we discuss our results in terms of their spatial and
radial distributions and in Sect. 6, we summarise our results and
present our conclusions.

Throughout this paper, we assume a Lambda cold dark mat-
ter (ΛCDM) cosmology with h = 0.674, ΩM = 0.315, ΩΛ =
0.685, based on the latest results from Planck Collaboration et al.
(2020). This is the same cosmology used by Bonoli et al. (2021).
We use the AB magnitude system Oke & Gunn (1983). We use
the standard notation M∆ for the mass enclosed within a sphere
of radius R∆, within which the mean overdensity equals ∆×ρc(z)
at a particular redshift z; that is, M∆ = (4π∆/3)ρc(z)R3

∆
.

2. Data: miniJPAS

2.1. Observations and calibration

The miniJPAS survey (Bonoli et al. 2021) is a 1 deg2 imaging
survey performed at the Observatorio Astrofísico de Javalam-
bre, (OAJ, Cenarro et al. 2014) using the 2.5m Javalambre Sur-
vey Telescope (JST/T250, Cenarro et al. 2018), which provides
a good image quality along the optical spectral range (3300–
11000 Å). The instrument used for the data acquisition is the
JPAS-Pathfinder camera. It has a single charge-coupled device
(CCD) with 9.2k×9.2k pixel. The resulting field of view (FoV)
is 0.27 deg2 and the pixel scale is 0.23” pixel−1. The survey con-
sists of four pointings along the AEGIS stripe (Davis et al. 2007).

One of the greatest strengths of J-PAS resides in its photo-
metric system. It consists of 54 narrow-band (NB) filters with

Fig. 1: Galaxy members of mJPC2470-1771 in the sky plane.
The colour bar indicates the AMICO probability of being a
member galaxy. The grey dashed line indicates the edge of the
field of view of miniJPAS. The black dashed circle indicates
the value of R200. The white cross represents the position of the
BCG.

a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 145 Å spaced by
100 Å, covering the spectral range from 3780 Å to 9100 Å.
There are two broader filters complementing these NB ones:
uJAVA, a medium band filter with FWHM of 495 Å and cen-
tred at 3497 Å and J1007, a high-pass filter centred at 9316 Å.
This system provides low-resolution spectra (R ∼ 60), referred
to as J-spectra, and allows us to detect, identify, and charac-
terise the stellar population properties of galaxies up to z ∼ 1
(González Delgado et al. 2021). The filter system was originally
optimised to accurately measure photometric redshifts (photo-z)
for cosmological studies (Benítez et al. 2009; Benitez et al. 2014;
Bonoli et al. 2021). In addition, four SSDS-like broadband filters
are included: uJPAS, gSDSS, rSDSS, and iSDSS. In particular, rSDSS
is used as the reference detection band for the miniJPAS ‘dual-
mode’ catalogues. More information about the filter system can
be found in Marín-Franch et al. (2012) and Bonoli et al. (2021).

The area observed in miniJPAS overlaps with the AEGIS
field, which is located in the north galactic hemisphere with co-
ordinates: (α, δ) = (215.00◦, +53.00◦). It is composed of four
pointings covering a total area of 1 deg2. The depth is deeper than
22 mag for filters with λ < 7500 Å and is ∼ 22 mag for longer
wavelengths. The data was processed by the Data Processing and
Archiving Unit (UPAD, Cristóbal-Hornillos et al. 2014) at Cen-
tro de Estudios de Física del Cosmos de Aragón (CEFCA). Fur-
ther details on the different processes involved (the processing of
single images, the final coadded images, the PSF treatment, the
photometry and its calibration, and the masks) can be found in
Bonoli et al. (2021). Nonetheless, the data used in this work was
obtained with SExtractor dual-mode (Bertin & Arnouts 1996).
The photometric calibration is an adaptation of the methodology
presented in López-Sanjuan et al. (2019). All the images and
catalogues are available through the CEFCA Web portal1, which
also offers advanced tools for data searches, visualisations, and

1 https://archive.cefca.es/catalogues
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Fig. 1. Galaxy members of mJPC2470-1771 in the sky plane. The
colour bar indicates the AMICO probability of being a member galaxy.
The grey dashed line indicates the edge of the field of view of mini-
JPAS. The black dashed circle indicates the value of R200. The white
cross represents the position of the BCG.

of the redshift probability density function, zPDF see
Hernán-Caballero et al. 2021). The choice of the redshift affects
the galaxy members identified for the cluster, but for our pur-
pose (the identification and characterisation of the galaxy popu-
lations in mJPC2470-1771), there are no significant differences
(see Appendix A). We used this catalogue since it is based on
the same redshift as the one used for the SED-fitting analysis
carried out by González Delgado et al. (2021) using BaySeAGal
(see Sec. 3.1).

The cluster, mJPC2470–1771, was identified as the most
massive in miniJPAS by Bonoli et al. (2021). The redshift of
the cluster is z = 0.29. In total, there are 99 objects (see
Fig. 1) with AMICO association probability higher than 0.5 and
brighter than 22.5 in the r band. We identify the brightest cluster
galaxy (BCG) as the galaxy with the highest luminosity in the
rSDSS and the highest stellar mass. Its ID in the miniJPAS cata-
logue is 2470-1771 and its coordinates are (α, δ) = (213.6254◦,
+51.9379◦).

The catalogue of this cluster has been tested with the follow-
up on Gemini/GMOS observation of 38 galaxies with probabilis-
tic association larger than 0.5 (Carrasco et al., in prep.). Two
galaxies failed to be classified by AMICO as members of the
cluster, which have probabilities 0.58 and 0.62 in the catalogue.
Therefore, we estimated that AMICO classification only fails in
5% of cases.

Using GMOS spectroscopy, we estimated that R200
2 is

1304 kpc, and the halo mass is M200 = 3.3×1014 M�. These esti-
mates are based on the measurement of the velocity dispersion.
The measurement took all the observed members and applied
the Clean routine from Mamon et al. (2013) on it. This routine
iteratively estimates the velocity dispersion and removes the out-
liers based on the caustic profile. Velocity dispersion is estimated
using MAD (Beers et al. 1990). Using this value of R200, we see
that some members of the cluster may be outside of our observ-
ing FoV (see Fig. 1).

In fact, assuming that galaxies are symmetrically distributed
up to R200, we estimated that nine galaxies that are between
0.5R200 and R200 may not be included in our observing FoV.

2 R200 is the radius where the mean mass overdensity is 200 times the
critical density at the cluster’s redshift.

These galaxies represent only 12% of the sample; thus, any con-
clusion within R200 is robust. Outside R200, the incompleteness
could be higher, but it is difficult to evaluate, and could be up
to ∼20–30% if the galaxy members show a circular symmetry.
Thus, conclusions outside R200 must be taken with caution. In
any case, extensive properties, such as the stellar mass surface
density, are corrected for this incompleteness.

The cluster has also been detected with other IDs, such
as MaxBCG J213.62543+51.93786 (Koester et al. 2007), who
found a detected richness of 19 (scaled richness 17); WHL
J141430.1+515616 (Wen et al. 2012), who found a R200 of
1.2 Mpc, 30 objects inside R200, and a richness of 34, or
RM J141430.1+515616.5 (Rozo et al. 2015a,b). None of these
works are dedicated to a specific study of the properties of
the galaxy members of this cluster; moreover, they are incom-
plete in their detection memberships. Thus, our work is the first
and almost complete (∼10% outside of the FOV) study inside
R200 for cluster memberships brighter than 22.5 (AB) in the
r-band.

2.3. Observational properties of galaxy members

We have two different available photometries, MAG_AUTO and
MAG_PSFCOR. The first one is provided by SExtractor and
estimates the total flux of the galaxy using an adaptive scaled
aperture (see Bertin & Arnouts 1996, and SExtractor manual
for further details.). Using the same approach as Molino et al.
(2019), MAG_PSFCOR is aimed at correcting for the differences
in PSF among different bands. It uses an aperture with the
same shape as the Kron radius (smaller than the one used
by MAG_AUTO) to provide robust colours determination (see
Bonoli et al. 2021, for further details). Due to their different
apertures and extraction procedures (Bonoli et al. 2021), results
between both may vary from one galaxy to another. In particular,
MAG_AUTO uses a larger aperture, so it may include outer regions
of the galaxy in the integration process, which tend to contain
younger, blue stars. In fact, González Delgado et al. (2021) com-
pared the values of the stellar population properties obtained fit-
ting the data from MAG_AUTO and MAG_PSFCOR, finding that the
main difference is that, on average, masses are 0.2 dex larger in
MAG_AUTO and rest frame colours are also bluer by −0.09 mag.
Therefore, for our analysis, we used MAG_PSFCOR, given its bet-
ter signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). Its smaller aperture also allows
for an improved detection of the emission lines in the centre of
the galaxies.

We first looked at the observational properties of the galaxies
(see Fig. 2). The median measured redshift of the cluster’s galax-
ies is z = 0.29, with a standard deviation of σ = 0.02. There
are four galaxies with redshift greater than 0.35. We looked at
the zPDF of the galaxies in the galaxies in the cluster. These
four galaxies are the only ones that show a multimodal distri-
bution with peaks of similar amplitude (more than ∼50% of the
amplitude of the maximum peak). Due to their zPDF and their
PHOTOZ, we decided to remove these four galaxies from our
analysis.

The distribution of rSDSS peaks at around ∼21 mag and most
galaxies are brighter than 22.5 mag. The number of galaxies in
each bin steeply decreases with increasing median S/N, but the
peak of the distribution is close to 10. We see that brighter galax-
ies have a better S/N. Although there are galaxies with different
probability and brightness, most of the galaxies with probability
higher than ∼0.8 have a magnitude brighter than 20 and a S/N
higher than ∼11. On the other hand, galaxies with probability
lower than ∼0.6 have a S/N higher than ∼10.
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Fig. 2: Observational properties of the galaxies in the cluster. First panel: Redshift (PHOTOZ ) distribution. The median (µ) and
standard deviation (σ) of PHOTOZ are written in the figure. The black dashed line represents the median of PHOTOZ. Second and
third panels: Distributions of the rSDSS magnitude, and median S/N of the narrow-band filters. Fourth panel: Median MAG_PSFCOR
S/N in the narrow-band filters as a function of rSDSS magnitude. Colour coding indicates the probabilistic association given by
AMICO.

data queries (see Civera & Hernández 2020, and a future paper
is also forthcoming; Civera et al., in prep.)

2.2. Identification of galaxy members

The reference code for the detection of galaxy clusters in this
work is Adaptive Matched Identifier of Clustered Objects (AM-
ICO, Maturi et al. 2005; Bellagamba et al. 2018a), which is an
algorithm based on the optimal filtering technique (see e.g. Post-
man et al. 1996; Bellagamba et al. 2011, 2018b). It uses a statis-
tical description of the background noise and a template to char-
acterise the signal of the clusters. The signal is defined as the
product of the template and an amplitude, plus the noise compo-
nent. It uses several inputs, mainly the galaxies’ sky positions,
their magnitudes, and their redshifts, to compute this amplitude
and other parameters. Our parameter of interest is the associa-
tion probability assigned to each galaxy, which represents the
probability of the galaxy of being a member of the cluster. All
the details and AMICO inputs used for making this catalogue
of galaxy clusters in miniJPAS will be detailed in a forthcoming
work (Maturi et al., in prep.).

For this work, we use the results from AMICO when us-
ing the PHOTOZ (the redshift corresponding to the maximum
of the redshift probability density function, zPDF see Hernán-
Caballero et al. 2021). The choice of the redshift affects the
galaxy members identified for the cluster, but for our purpose
(the identification and characterisation of the galaxy populations
in mJPC2470-1771), there are no significant differences (see Ap-
pendix A). We used this catalogue since it is based on the same
redshift as the one used for the SED-fitting analysis carried out
by González Delgado et al. (2021) using BaySeAGal (see Sec.
3.1).

The cluster, mJPC2470–1771, was identified as the most
massive in miniJPAS by Bonoli et al. (2021). The redshift of
the cluster is z = 0.29. In total, there are 99 objects (see
Fig. 1) with AMICO association probability higher than 0.5 and
brighter than 22.5 in the r band. We identify the brightest cluster
galaxy (BCG) as the galaxy with the highest luminosity in the
rSDSS and the highest stellar mass. Its ID in the miniJPAS cata-
logue is 2470-1771 and its coordinates are (α, δ) = (213.6254◦,
+51.9379◦).

The catalogue of this cluster has been tested with the follow-
up on Gemini/GMOS observation of 38 galaxies with probabilis-
tic association larger than 0.5 (Carrasco et al., in prep.). Two

galaxies failed to be classified by AMICO as members of the
cluster, which have probabilities 0.58 and 0.62 in the catalogue.
Therefore, we estimated that AMICO classification only fails in
5% of cases.

Using GMOS spectroscopy, we estimated that R200
2 is 1304

kpc, and the halo mass is M200 = 3.3 × 1014 M�. These esti-
mates are based on the measurement of the velocity dispersion.
The measurement took all the observed members and applied the
Clean routine from Mamon et al. (2013) on it. This routine itera-
tively estimates the velocity dispersion and removes the outliers
based on the caustic profile. Velocity dispersion is estimated us-
ing MAD (Beers et al. 1990). Using this value of R200, we see
that some members of the cluster may be outside of our observ-
ing FoV (see Fig. 1).

In fact, assuming that galaxies are symmetrically distributed
up to R200, we estimated that nine galaxies that are between
0.5 R200 and R200 may not be included in our observing FoV.
These galaxies represent only 12% of the sample; thus, any con-
clusion within R200 is robust. Outside R200, the incompleteness
could be higher, but it is difficult to evaluate, and could be up
to ∼20-30% if the galaxy members show a circular symmetry.
Thus, conclusions outside R200 must be taken with caution. In
any case, extensive properties, such as the stellar mass surface
density, are corrected for this incompleteness.

The cluster has also been detected with other IDs, such
as MaxBCG J213.62543+51.93786 (Koester et al. 2007), who
found a detected richness of 19 (scaled richness 17); WHL
J141430.1+515616 (Wen et al. 2012), who found a R200 of
1.2 Mpc, 30 objects inside R200, and a richness of 34, or RM
J141430.1+515616.5 (Rozo et al. 2015a,b). None of these works
are dedicated to a specific study of the properties of the galaxy
members of this cluster; moreover, they are incomplete in their
detection memberships. Thus, our work is the first and almost
complete (∼ 10% outside of the FOV) study inside R200 for clus-
ter memberships brighter than 22.5 (AB) in the r-band.

2.3. Observational properties of galaxy members

We have two different available photometries, MAG_AUTO and
MAG_PSFCOR. The first one is provided by SExtractor and
estimates the total flux of the galaxy using an adaptive scaled
aperture (see Bertin & Arnouts 1996, and SExtractor man-

2 R200 is the radius where the mean mass overdensity is 200 times the
critical density at the cluster’s redshift.
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Fig. 2. Observational properties of the galaxies in the cluster. First panel: redshift (PHOTOZ) distribution. The median (µ) and standard deviation
(σ) of PHOTOZ are written in the figure. The black dashed line represents the median of PHOTOZ. Second and third panels: distributions of the rSDSS
magnitude, and median S/N of the narrow-band filters. Fourth panel: median MAG_PSFCOR S/N in the narrow-band filters as a function of rSDSS
magnitude. Colour coding indicates the probabilistic association given by AMICO.

3. Identification of the galaxy populations

The purpose of this section is to identify the red (RG), blue (BG),
and emission line (ELG) galaxies in the cluster. First, we explain
the method for retrieving the stellar population properties of the
galaxies based on the J-spectra fits. Then we describe the meth-
ods to identify ELGs.

3.1. J-spectra fits

We used BaySeAGal (de Amorim et al., in prep.), a paramet-
ric SED fitting code, to obtain the stellar population properties
from J-spectra. BaySeAGal is an adaptation of the method devel-
oped by López Fernández et al. (2018) in order to use J-PAS
magnitudes as input. The code generates synthetic J-spectra
from parametric SFH models. For a given observed J-spectra we
performed a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) exploration
of the parameter space, thus obtaining a sample of parameters
that approximates the probability density function (PDF) of the
model. In this work we assumed a delayed-τ model given by:

ψ(t) =
Mini

τ2
[
1 − e−

t0
τ

(
t0
τ

+ 1
)] (t0 − t)e−

t0−t
τ , (1)

where t is the look-back time, t0 is the (look-back) time when
the star formation began, τ is a measurement of how extended in
time the star formation was, and Mini is the total mass of formed
stars. This model also includes stellar metallicity (Z) and dust
attenuation (AV ) which, combined with stellar population model
spectra and a foreground dust screen extinction curve, results
in a set of model J-spectra3. The complete set of parameters
is (t0, τ, AV ,Z). We also obtained the stellar mass (M?) from
the scaling factor of the model with relation to the observed
J-spectra. From these parameters, we can calculate the mass-
weighted and light-weighted ages and rest-frame colours.

We let 100 chains walk the parameter space for 2200 steps.
The autocorrelation time4 of the chains for this model is around
120 steps, we discarded the first 1200 steps as a burn-in phase.
In the end, we got a total of 100 000 samples of the parameter

3 The stellar population spectra are preprocessed and converted to
observed-frame magnitudes for a grid of redshifts, using J-PAS filter
curves.
4 The assessment of autocorrelation time and convergence of the
chains was performed in a small sample of J-spectra. This is a fairly
manual process, as with any MCMC convergence study. We consider
the burn-in phase to be over at around 5× the autocorrelation time,
which we assume is conservative enough.

space. For each galaxy, we took the mean and standard deviation
of the parameters and properties of the samples as an estimate of
their expected value and uncertainties.

Emission lines are not included in the models. Because
some of the NBs can be affected by strong contributions
from the Balmer (Hα, Hβ) and optical collisionally-excited
([OIII]λ5007, 4959, [OII]λ3727, [NII]λ6589, 6548) emission
lines, we removed those bands where these lines could be at
the redshift of each galaxy from the fits. In this way, we ensure
that the fit is done only over the stellar continuum since the
nebular continuum is negligible in most of the SF galaxies.
Only objects with HII regions with very extreme emission lines
(e.g., EW(Hα)> 1000 Å Gonzalez Delgado et al. 1994) would
be affected by this assumption. These galaxies are not present in
this sample.

A more detailed explanation of the method with a global
study of the galaxies in the AEGIS field can be found in
González Delgado et al. (2021). Since the data used in this paper
are a subsample from González Delgado et al. (2021), the mod-
els are computed using the initial mass function (IMF) by
Chabrier (2003) and the latest versions of the Bruzual & Charlot
(2003) stellar population synthesis models (Plat et al. 2019). We
chose the attenuation law by Calzetti et al. (2000) which we
added as a foreground screen. We also note that, unless stated
otherwise, the term ‘mass’ refers to the stellar mass (M?) derived
by BaySeAGal.

In Fig. 3, we show the J-spectra of six galaxies (three red
and three blue) along with the fits obtained with BaySeAGal.
These galaxies are identified with red and blue circles in the top
panel. This serves as an example of the aspect of J-PAS data,
the effectiveness of BaySeAGal and it also manifests the capa-
bility of J-PAS to detect line emission (which will be exploited
in Sect. 3.3).

3.2. Identification of red and blue galaxies in the cluster

Throughout this paper, we use two different colours: (u − r)res
and (u − r)int. Both of them are rest-frame colours derived from
the star formation history obtained from the SED fitting (see
Sect. 3.1), but the first one is not corrected from extinction while
the second one is calculated including the reddening correction
in the synthetic SED.

The bimodal distribution of the AEGIS galaxy popu-
lation is shown in the galaxy stellar mass-colour diagram
(González Delgado et al. 2021). In this work, we show that
(u − r)int is more useful than (u − r) to discriminate between the
red star-forming and quiescent galaxies because it accounts for
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Fig. 3: JPC2470-1771 and J-spectra examples. Top panel: miniJPAS view of mJPC2470-1771. Prominent red and blue galaxies in
the cluster are marked with red and blue circles, respectively. The BCG corresponds to 2470-1771, with an spectroscopic redshift
of z = 0.289. Bottom panel: MAG_PSFCOR J-spectra of three red galaxies (top row) and three blue galaxies (bottom row) that are
marked with circles in the top panel. The mean model fitted by BaySeAGal is plotted as black points, and the grey band shows the
magnitudes of the mean model ± one σ uncertainty level. The difference between the model and the best model fitted magnitudes
are plotted as a small coloured points around the black bottom line. Masked filter (white coloured circles) and filters overlapping
with the emission lines Hα, [NII], [OIII], Hβ, and [OII] (darker grey coloured circles) are not used in the fit. Grey vertical dashed
lines show the wavelengths corresponding to detectable emission lines.
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marked with red and blue circles, respectively. The BCG corresponds to 2470-1771, with an spectroscopic redshift of z = 0.289. Bottom panel:
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model fitted by BaySeAGal is plotted as black points, and the grey band shows the magnitudes of the mean model ± one σ uncertainty level. The
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used in the fit. Grey vertical dashed lines show the wavelengths corresponding to detectable emission lines.
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the fraction of red star-forming galaxy population of the sample.
We use an adaptation of the criterion given by Díaz-García et al.
(2019), previously been used by González Delgado et al. (2021)
to segregate the whole galaxy populations in miniJPAS in red
and blue galaxies. We consider galaxies to be red if:

(u − r)int > 0.16(log(M?) − 10) − 0.254(z − 0.1) + 1.792, (2)

and blue otherwise.

3.3. ELG identification

As seen in Fig. 3, the J-spectra are capable of showing the line
emission as excess flux in a given filter. In this section, we
describe two methods for classifying the galaxies as emitters or
non-emitters, with respect solely to the Hα emission. We applied
the methods to the cluster catalogue to characterise the emission
line galaxy populations.

3.3.1. Median error method

This method is based on our miniJPAS data but also uses a prior
based on the result from our SED fitting code, since we dis-
tinguish between red and blue galaxies. The base idea is that
when looking at the filter that is sensible to the observed line
wavelength, a galaxy that presents Hα (or Hα +[NII], as in this
method we cannot separate the emission of both lines) emis-
sion will show a lower magnitude value in the observed J-spectra
(mobs) than in the stellar continuum fit (mfit). However, it is not
enough to simply consider that mfit−mobs > 0. We must establish
a threshold value. A first consideration to make is that the differ-
ence must be greater than the observed error. In order to esti-
mate the observed error of the fitted stellar continuum, we con-
sider the median error in the five filters closer to the band where
Hα is, symmetrically distributed. If we only choose three filters,
our estimation could be contaminated with other lines close to
Hα, such as [SII]. Choosing seven filters only changes the final
set in one galaxy. Choosing more filters would mean estimat-
ing the continuum too far from Hα, given the width of J-PAS
filters. Besides, the blue galaxies in our sample are noisier than
red galaxies. The median S/N in the five closest filters to Hα at
the cluster redshift is almost three times better for red galaxies
than for blue galaxies. We find that the larger magnitude dif-
ference of the blue galaxies is not enough to compensate their
worse S/N. This implies that if the same threshold (three sigma)
is applied, there will be a bias towards the detection of less blue
emission line galaxies. Lastly, we must take into account that due
to the uncertainties in the PHOTOZ determination, the filter with
the closest central wavelength to the calculated line wavelength
might not be the one showing the line emission. This is a con-
sequence of our method being fine tuned to fit a set of galaxies
observed with spectroscopy in the cluster area (see Appendix B).
Therefore, our method proceeds as follows. First, we find the
closest filter to the observed line wavelength. Then, we calculate
the median error of that filter and the four adjacent ones (sym-
metrically distributed) η(εmobs ). Finally, we look at the closest fil-
ter, the previous and the next one, and we classify the galaxy as
an emission line galaxy if one of those filters satisfies the follow-
ing condition:

mfit − mobs > θ · η(εmobs ), (3)

where θ = 1 for blue galaxies and θ = 3 for red galaxies in order
to account for their better S/N in the filters closer to the Hαwave-
length at the cluster redshift. These values of θ were chosen in

order to account for this differences in the S/N. They have been
tested with the data from GMOS spectroscopic observations of
13 galaxies with clear Hα emission in the spectra.

This method allows us to identify emission line galaxies in
the cluster, but we do not use it to estimate the fluxes of the lines;
in this respect, the ANN method is more useful.

3.3.2. ANN

This method uses the equivalent width of Hα, EW(Hα) pre-
dictions made by Martínez-Solaeche et al. (2021) ANN. In that
work, two different ANNs are trained using synthetic photom-
etry (in the sense that real spectra are processed to obtain
J-PAS magnitudes) obtained from the Calar Alto Legacy Inte-
gral Field Area survey (CALIFA, Sánchez et al. 2012) and the
Mapping nearby Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory survey
(MANGA, Bundy et al. 2015). One of the ANN is trained to
calculate the EW of Hα, Hβ, [OIII], and [NII]. The other ANN
is trained in order to classify the galaxies into ELG and quies-
cent galaxies. The CALIFA and MANGA galaxies contain mil-
lions of spaxels with different astrophysical conditions, which
include regions with high and low star-formation activity as well
as variations in the gas-phase metallicity or the dust distribu-
tion. Furthermore, CALIFA and MANGA survey contain galax-
ies in different environments (clusters, groups and field) since
they were selected to avoid environmental bias (Walcher et al.
2014; Wake et al. 2017). Therefore, we do not expect our pre-
diction to be unlikely in the cluster under study. Nevertheless,
by construction, our training set includes, on average, a smaller
amount of spaxels ionized by the presence of AGN or shocks
waves. In Martínez-Solaeche et al. (2021) we showed that we do
not miss a fraction of AGN larger than 3% over the whole sam-
ple of galaxies used from SDSS. This confirms that the transfer
from the training sample to our current data is trustworthy.

As explained in Martínez-Solaeche et al. (2021), there is a
minimum measurable EW for a photometric filter. Therefore, the
criteria we use is simply to consider the galaxy as an emission line
galaxy if the EW given by the ANN is greater than the minimum
measurable EW, taking the error bars into account. This is:

∆′

S/N − 1
< EWHαANN + εEWHαANN ; EWHαANN > εEWHαANN ,

where ∆′ is the equivalent width of the filter and can be calcu-
lated as:

∆′ =

∫
λT (λ)dλ

λzT (λz)
, (4)

where T is the normalised transmittance of the filter and λz is the
observed emission line wavelength. To compute the minimum
measurable EW, we find the J-PAS filter with a central wave-
length closest to the observed Hα wavelength given the galaxy’s
redshift. Since the minimum EW is associated with a certain fil-
ter, the ∆′ and S/N parameters must be considered in the same
filter and it does not make any sense to consider a median value
for any of them. Also, since we are using the ANN predictions,
here we can separate the Hα emission fom the [NII] emission.

This method is very useful not only for identifying emis-
sion line galaxies, but also to predict the EW of Hα, Hβ, [NII],
and [OIII] lines, along with their respective ratios ([NII]/Hα,
[OIII]/Hβ). We are able to reach a precision in the log([NII]/Hα)
of 0.09 dex for SF galaxies and average S/N ∼ 10 in the
J-spectra. This is independent of the redshift of the galaxies as
we prove in (Martínez-Solaeche et al. 2021), where we tested
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our results with a sample of SDSS galaxies within the redhisft
range of 0 < z < 0.35.

3.3.3. ELG final set

We then applied both methods to all the galaxies in the cluster.
The median error method selects 57 galaxies as galaxies with
emission lines, while the ANN method selects 50 galaxies in
total. We decided to be more conservative and consider as ELG
population the intersection of both groups, since this defines a
more robust subset. A total of 49 galaxies remains. A comparison
of the three sets with the whole cluster colour distribution can be
seen in Fig. 4. The (u − r)int distribution is very similar in both
methods, peaking around (u − r)int ≈ 1 and with a lower peak at
(u − r)int ≈ 2.2. This peak is easily understood when looking at
the general distribution, since there is also a peak at this value,
even greater than the bluer one. When defining the median error
method and establishing the values of the multipliers, there is a
risk of generating a greater bias towards blue galaxies greater
than desired in order to account for the larger errors. Comparing
its histogram with the ANN, we can see that the proportion of
blue and red galaxies remains very similar, so we can trust this
method. As a final comment, these results are coherent with what
we would expect, since most of the ELG are blue.

4. Characterisation of the galaxy populations

In this section, we analyse the stellar population properties of
the galaxies belonging to the cluster. First, the sample is divided
in red and blue galaxies. Then, ELG are characterised by their
stellar populations by dividing also the galaxies in star-forming
(SF) and galaxies with an active galactic nucleae (AGN). The
average and dispersion values of the stellar population properties
are summarised in Table 1.

4.1. The red and blue galaxy populations

The bimodal distribution of the red and blue galaxies in the
cluster can be seen in the colour-mass diagram (see Fig. 5)
The comparison between the (u − r)res and the (u − r)int shows
how the extinction correction moves a significant number of
galaxies from the redder (upper) regions of the diagram to the
bluer regions (below the black dashed line). The colour code
also shows how, on average, redder galaxies are older and
more metal-rich. Galaxies with larger extinctions are located
in the middle region of the diagram, which could be consid-
ered as an equivalent of the green valley. The comparison with
González Delgado et al. (2021) results for the whole AEGIS cat-
alogue shows that the distribution of these properties in the
colour-mass diagrams remains the same. This would indicate
that, for fixed values of the colour and mass, the effect of the
environment on these properties is negligible. We find that, on
average, red galaxies are more massive than blue galaxies by
∼0.8 dex. Blue galaxies also show a larger variance in mass. The
extinction AV is significantly larger on average (∼0.5 mag) for
blue galaxies. This is expected because most of the blue galax-
ies are star-forming, and the extinction that young stars expe-
rience is almost double than that for the old stellar population
(Charlot & Fall 2000). In contrast, blue galaxies are less metal
rich than red galaxies by ∼0.1 dex. On average, red galaxies
are older by 0.4 dex. The value of τ/t0 is nine times larger for
blue galaxies than for red galaxies; thus, the star formation lasts
longer in the blue galaxy population.
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Fig. 4: (u − r)int histogram comparing the emission line galax-
ies selection criteria. The black line shows the distribution of all
the galaxies in the AMICO catalogue. Cyan histogram shows
the distribution for the median error. Same for green but with
the ANN method. Orange solid histogram shows the distribution
for the common galaxies for both methods. The different distri-
butions have been shifted a little bit in the plot to show more
clearly the similarities and differences between them.

The bimodal distribution of the AEGIS galaxy population is
shown in the galaxy stellar mass-colour diagram (González Del-
gado et al. 2021). In this work, we show that (u − r)int is more
useful than (u − r) to discriminate between the red star-forming
and quiescent galaxies because it accounts for the fraction of red
star-forming galaxy population of the sample. We use an adap-
tation of the criterion given by Díaz-García et al. (2019), previ-
ously been used by González Delgado et al. (2021) to segregate
the whole galaxy populations in miniJPAS in red and blue galax-
ies. We consider galaxies to be red if:

(u − r)int > 0.16(log(M?) − 10) − 0.254(z − 0.1) + 1.792, (2)

and blue otherwise.

3.3. ELG identification

As seen in Fig. 3, the J-spectra are capable of showing the line
emission as excess flux in a given filter. In this section, we de-
scribe two methods for classifying the galaxies as emitters or
non-emitters, with respect solely to the Hα emission. We applied
the methods to the cluster catalogue to characterise the emission
line galaxy populations.

3.3.1. Median error method

This method is based on our J-PAS but also uses a prior based
on the result from our SED fitting code, since we distinguish
between red and blue galaxies. The base idea is that when look-
ing at the filter that is sensible to the observed line wavelength,
a galaxy that presents Hα (or Hα +[NII], as in this method we
cannot separate the emission of both lines) emission will show
a lower magnitude value in the observed J-spectra (mobs) than
in the stellar continuum fit (mfit). However, it is not enough to

simply consider that mfit −mobs > 0. We must establish a thresh-
old value. A first consideration to make is that the difference
must be greater than the observed error. In order to estimate the
observed error of the fitted stellar continuum, we consider the
median error in the five filters closer to the band where Hα is,
symmetrically distributed. If we only choose three filters, our
estimation could be contaminated with other lines close to Hα,
such as [SII]. Choosing seven filters only changes the final set
in one galaxy. Choosing more filters would mean estimating the
continuum too far from Hα, given the width of J-PAS filters. Be-
sides, the blue galaxies in our sample are noisier than red galax-
ies. The median S/N in the five closest filters to Hα at the cluster
redshift is almost three times better for red galaxies than for blue
galaxies. We find that the larger magnitude difference of the blue
galaxies is not enough to compensate their worse S/N. This im-
plies that if the same threshold (three sigma) is applied, there
will be a bias towards the detection of less blue emission line
galaxies. Lastly, we must take into account that due to the uncer-
tainties in the PHOTOZ determination, the filter with the closest
central wavelength to the calculated line wavelength might not
be the one showing the line emission. This is a consequence of
our method being fine tuned to fit a set of galaxies observed with
spectroscopy in the cluster area (see Appendix B). Therefore, our
method proceeds as follows. First, we find the closest filter to the
observed line wavelength. Then, we calculate the median error of
that filter and the four adjacent ones (symmetrically distributed)
η(εmobs ). Finally, we look at the closest filter, the previous and the
next one, and we classify the galaxy as an emission line galaxy
if one of those filters satisfies the following condition:

mfit −mobs > θ · η(εmobs ), (3)

where θ = 1 for blue galaxies and θ = 3 for red galaxies in or-
der to account for their better S/N in the filters closer to the Hα
wavelength at the cluster redshift. These values of θ were cho-
sen in order to account for this differences in the S/N ratio. They
have been tested with the data from GMOS spectroscopic obser-
vations of 13 galaxies with clear Hα emission in the spectra.

This method allows us to identify emission line galaxies in
the cluster, but we do not use it to estimate the fluxes of the lines;
in this respect, the ANN method is more useful.

3.3.2. ANN

This method uses the equivalent width of Hα, EW(Hα) predic-
tions made by Martínez-Solaeche et al. (2021) ANN. In that
work, two different ANNs are trained using synthetic photom-
etry (in the sense that real spectra are processed to obtain J-PAS
magnitudes) obtained from the Calar Alto Legacy Integral Field
Area survey (CALIFA, Sánchez et al. 2012) and the Mapping
nearby Galaxies at Apache Point Observatory survey (MANGA,
Bundy et al. 2015). One of the ANN is trained to calculate the
EW of Hα, Hβ, [OIII], and [NII]. The other ANN is trained in
order to classify the galaxies into ELG and quiescent galaxies.
The CALIFA and MANGA galaxies contain millions of spax-
els with different astrophysical conditions, which include regions
with high and low star-formation activity as well as variations in
the gas-phase metallicity or the dust distribution. Furthermore,
CALIFA and MANGA survey contain galaxies in different envi-
ronments (clusters, groups and field) since they were selected to
avoid environmental bias (Walcher et al. 2014; Wake et al. 2017).
Therefore, we do not expect our prediction to be unlikely in the
cluster under study. Nevertheless, by construction, our training
set includes, on average, a smaller amount of spaxels ionized
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Fig. 4. (u − r)int histogram comparing the emission line galaxies selec-
tion criteria. The black line shows the distribution of all the galaxies
in the AMICO catalogue. Cyan histogram shows the distribution for
the median error. Same for green but with the ANN method. Orange
solid histogram shows the distribution for the common galaxies for both
methods. The different distributions have been shifted a little bit in the
plot to show more clearly the similarities and differences between them.

The total fraction of red galaxies is 0.52 (0.48 for blue
galaxies). The fraction of red galaxies in the whole cat-
alogue of miniJPAS at the cluster’s redshift, obtained by
González Delgado et al. (2021), using BaySeAGal, is around 0.2
or even lower. This is supported by works in the literature such
as Balogh et al. (2004). If we assume a symmetric distribution
within R200, and if all the missing galaxies were blue (worst case
scenario), the fraction of red galaxies inside R200 would be 0.55
(compared to the current observed fraction of 0.62 inside R200),
which is still higher than the fraction of red galaxies in the field.
Instead, if we assumed a symmetrical distribution keeping the
same amount of blue and red galaxies in the missing area, we
would find the fraction of red galaxies to be even larger (0.64).

4.2. ELG population

In Fig. 6 we compare the distribution of the stellar properties
of the ELG with the whole sample and we summarise them
in Table 1. We find that their values span the same ranges
than the properties of the whole catalogue. However, the dis-
tribution themselves are different. The stellar mass still peaks
at log M? ≈ 10.5 [M�], but the contribution of galaxies with
log M? < 10 [M�] becomes more significant. In fact, most of
the galaxies in such range are classified as ELG. On average,
ELGs are less massive than the whole sample by 0.1 dex. The
distribution of AV shows that most of the galaxies that are not
selected as ELG exhibit values lower than 0.5, but the distribu-
tion remains similar (the average only becomes 0.06 mag lower).
A similar behaviour is found for the metallicity, where most
of the galaxies with log Z? . −0.5 are ELG, but the peak of
the distribution is still the same as the whole set. The average
only becomes lower by 0.04 dex. Nonetheless, the distribution
of (u − r)res changes significantly. The peak of the distribution is
still found at (u − r)res ≈ 2.5 mag, but most of the galaxies with
(u−r)res < 2 are ELG, and only a few galaxies with (u−r)res > 2
are ELG. Moreover, the peak of the stellar ages is now found at
〈log age〉M ≈ 9.25, with most of the young galaxies being ELG
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Table 1. Mean and standard deviation values of the stellar population properties of the galaxies in the cluster.

Property Galaxies RG BG ELG ELG-R ELG-B SF AGN

log M? 10.0 ± 0.65 10.4 ± 0.32 9.63 ± 0.64 9.89 ± 0.71 10.5 ± 0.36 9.62 ± 0.65 9.56 ± 0.60 10.5 ± 0.42
AV 0.57 ± 0.43 0.32 ± 0.19 0.84 ± 0.44 0.63 ± 0.42 0.32 ± 0.25 0.76 ± 0.40 0.65 ± 0.41 0.49 ± 0.35
log Z? > 0.09 ± 0.45 0.29 ± 0.20 −0.1 ± 0.53 0.05 ± 0.50 0.35 ± 0.19 −0.0 ± 0.54 −0.0 ± 0.53 0.35 ± 0.25
(u − r)res 2.04 ± 0.51 2.42 ± 0.10 1.64 ± 0.48 1.85 ± 0.55 2.43 ± 0.08 1.59 ± 0.47 1.60 ± 0.50 2.31 ± 0.28
(u − r)int 1.67 ± 0.60 2.21 ± 0.16 1.10 ± 0.30 1.44 ± 0.58 2.22 ± 0.16 1.09 ± 0.30 1.18 ± 0.46 1.98 ± 0.43
〈log age〉M 9.44 ± 0.24 9.61 ± 0.13 9.26 ± 0.21 9.34 ± 0.23 9.53 ± 0.17 9.26 ± 0.21 9.27 ± 0.23 9.47 ± 0.22
τ/t0 0.52 ± 0.60 0.12 ± 0.02 0.94 ± 0.63 0.71 ± 0.66 0.11 ± 0.02 0.97 ± 0.64 0.95 ± 0.68 0.23 ± 0.27

Notes. The properties are for red and blue galaxies (RG, BG), emission lines galaxies (ELG), ELG with red (ELG-R) or blue (ELG-B) colours,
star-forming galaxies (SF), and galaxies with an AGN.

and only a few of the old galaxies showing emission lines (ELG
are younger by 0.1 dex on average). Furthermore, most of the
galaxies with τ/t0 . 0.8 are not ELG, and almost all the galaxies
τ/t0 & 0.8 are ELG, and the average value of ELGs is almost
50% larger than the average of the whole sample.

These results show that ELGs have properties similar to the
BG population. However, they display differences that suggest
that ELG is a mix of red and blue populations, where RG are
significantly less abundant than the BG population. To further
investigate this point, we explore the colour-mass diagram and
the distribution of the inferred EW(Hα), dividing the ELG into
red (ELG-R) and blue (ELG-B) galaxies (Fig. 7). We see that
galaxies with the lowest predicted EW (<10 Å approximately)
are all red galaxies, while galaxies above this value are all blue
– except for three of them. Two of them are particularly notable,
having a predicted EW above 50 Å. However, when looking at
the spectra, we find that the inferred emission may be a result
from incomplete background subtraction due to fringing effect
that suffer some of the red filters, which is translated into a
variation of the measured magnitude that could be interpreted
as an emission line by the ANN, due to the magnitude differ-
ence among one filter and its adjacent ones. With that exception,
we can conclude that ELG-R are characterised by low estimated
values of EW(Hα), while ELG-B have EW(Hα)> 10 Å. Taking
into account that our ELG-R are more massive than our ELG-
B, we find that our results are coherent with the EW(Hα)-mass
relation found in the literature (see e.g., Fumagalli et al. 2012;
Sobral et al. 2014; Khostovan et al. 2021).

4.3. Star-forming galaxies and AGN populations

The ELG population can be a mix of star-forming galaxies
(SF) and AGN galaxies. To find the abundance of these two
classes, we use two different diagrams: the WHAN diagram,
introduced by Cid Fernandes et al. (2010, hereafter CF10), and
the BPT diagram (Baldwin et al. 1981). There are a number of
works that present their own criteria to separate the SF, Seyferts
and LINERs in the BPT diagram, but here we use the results
from three in particular: Kauffmann et al. (2003a, hereafter K03)
and Kewley et al. (2001, hereafter K01) to distinct SF galaxies
from galaxies with a potential AGN, and we use the transpo-
sition to this diagram made by Cid Fernandes et al. (2010) of
the separation criteria between Seyferts and LINERs found by
Kewley et al. (2006, hereafter K06). In the case of the WHAN
diagram, we use the criteria from CF10 and Cid Fernandes et al.
(2011, hereafter CF11). In this work, several criteria are pre-
sented, but for consistency we choose the transpositions made
in these works (CF10 and CF11) of the same criteria used in the

BPT (K03 and K01) in addition to the criteria of studies where
galaxies with EW(Hα)< 3 Å are considered to be retired galax-
ies5. An example of each type of galaxy, with its J-spectra and
its position in the WHAN and BPT diagrams, respectively, can
be seen in Fig. C.1. This figure is useful to explain more clearly
how we interpret the position of galaxies in these diagrams.

Figure 8 shows the WHAN and BPT diagrams with all the
ELG population. Table C.1 shows the classification for each of
these galaxies in both diagrams. Since a different classification
can be derived from each diagram and due to the error bars
obtained for many galaxies, it is not trivial to assign a label to
each ELG. Therefore, we use a probabilistic approach in the
following way: we calculate the area of the error box in the
WHAN diagram and we calculate the fraction of this area that
falls in each of the diagram regions. We define this fraction as
the probability representing how likely it is for that galaxy to
be a SF, Seyfert, LINER, retired, or composite (SF-Seyfert or
SF-LINER) galaxy. The error bars plotted in this figure take into
account the correlation among the emission lines through the cal-
culation of the Pearson coefficient and its inclusion in the error
budget.

We find that 32 galaxies (65.3% of the ELG) have a prob-
ability greater than 0.7 of being associated with the SF region
(33 above 0.5, representing 67.3%). We selected these galaxies
as the SF population. Only one galaxy (which represents 2% of
the ELG) has a combined probability in the Seyfert and LINER
region greater than 0.5 in the WHAN diagram. The rest of the
galaxies are difficult to uniquely identify as AGN using only the
WHAN diagram. Due to this restriction, we selected as AGNs
those galaxies that are above the K01 curve in the BPT diagram
if the probability of being SF in the WHAN diagram is less than
0.5. With these criteria, only 2470–3670 need to be excluded
from the AGN sample (see Appendix C and Fig. C.1). Galaxies
between the K01 and K03 lines likely have contributions from
AGN, but we cannot resolve whether they are Syferts, LINERs,
or composite galaxies. Thus, we do not include them as part of
the AGN sample, nor as SF if they are not classified as SF in the
WHAN diagram.

In Table 1, we summarise the stellar population properties of
these galaxies. If we compare the SF galaxies with the blue ELG,
we find that the differences in the average and standard devia-
tion values are negligible except for the extinction AV , which are
lower for SF galaxies, and (u − r)int colours, which are slightly
redder (but with a greater standard deviation) for SF galaxies.
This indicates that most of the blue ELG are SF galaxies.

5 This is the name given by CF10 to red-quiescent galaxies with weak
Hα emission, that is probably produced by post-AGB stars.
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Table 1: Mean and standard deviation values of the stellar population properties of the galaxies in the cluster.

Property Galaxies RG BG ELG ELG-R ELG-B SF AGN
log M? 10.0 ± 0.65 10.4 ± 0.32 9.63 ± 0.64 9.89 ± 0.71 10.5 ± 0.36 9.62 ± 0.65 9.56 ± 0.60 10.5 ± 0.42

AV 0.57 ± 0.43 0.32 ± 0.19 0.84 ± 0.44 0.63 ± 0.42 0.32 ± 0.25 0.76 ± 0.40 0.65 ± 0.41 0.49 ± 0.35
log Z? > 0.09 ± 0.45 0.29 ± 0.20 −0.1 ± 0.53 0.05 ± 0.50 0.35 ± 0.19 −0.0 ± 0.54 −0.0 ± 0.53 0.35 ± 0.25
(u − r)res 2.04 ± 0.51 2.42 ± 0.10 1.64 ± 0.48 1.85 ± 0.55 2.43 ± 0.08 1.59 ± 0.47 1.60 ± 0.50 2.31 ± 0.28
(u − r)int 1.67 ± 0.60 2.21 ± 0.16 1.10 ± 0.30 1.44 ± 0.58 2.22 ± 0.16 1.09 ± 0.30 1.18 ± 0.46 1.98 ± 0.43

< log age >M 9.44 ± 0.24 9.61 ± 0.13 9.26 ± 0.21 9.34 ± 0.23 9.53 ± 0.17 9.26 ± 0.21 9.27 ± 0.23 9.47 ± 0.22
τ/t0 0.52 ± 0.60 0.12 ± 0.02 0.94 ± 0.63 0.71 ± 0.66 0.11 ± 0.02 0.97 ± 0.64 0.95 ± 0.68 0.23 ± 0.27

Notes. The properties are for red and blue galaxies (RG, BG), emission lines galaxies (ELG), ELG with red (ELG-R) or blue (ELG-B) colours,
star-forming galaxies (SF), and galaxies with an AGN.
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Fig. 5: (u − r)res (top panels) and (u − r)int (bottom panels) colour vs. stellar mass for the redshift bin 0.25< z <0.35 derived
by BaySeAGal from the AEGIS galaxy populations (contour) and galaxy cluster members (circles). The coloured bar shows the
distribution of the stellar population properties age, extinction, and metallicity (from left to right). The size of the circles indicates
the probability of the galaxy to be member of the cluster. The position of the brightest galaxy in the cluster (BCG) in each panel is
marked. The dashed line in the (u − r)int divides blue galaxies (below the line) and red galaxies (above the line).

the extinction correction moves a significant number of galaxies
from the redder (upper) regions of the diagram to the bluer re-
gions (below the black dashed line). The colour code also shows
how, on average, redder galaxies are older and more metal-rich.
Galaxies with larger extinctions are located in the middle region
of the diagram, which could be considered as an equivalent of
the green valley. The comparison with González Delgado et al.
(2021) results for the whole AEGIS catalogue shows that the
distribution of these properties in the colour-mass diagrams re-
mains the same. This would indicate that, for fixed values of the
colour and mass, the effect of the environment on these prop-
erties is negligible. We find that, on average, red galaxies are
more massive than blue galaxies by ∼ 0.8 dex. Blue galaxies
also show a larger variance in mass. The extinction AV is sig-
nificantly larger on average (∼ 0.5 mag) for blue galaxies. This
is expected because most of the blue galaxies are star-forming,
and the extinction that young stars experience is almost double
than that for the old stellar population (Charlot & Fall 2000). In

contrast, blue galaxies are less metal rich than red galaxies by
∼ 0.1 dex. On average, red galaxies are older by 0.4 dex. The
value of τ/t0 is nine times larger for blue galaxies than for red
galaxies; thus, the star formation lasts longer in the blue galaxy
population.

The total fraction of red galaxies is 0.52 (0.48 for blue galax-
ies). The fraction of red galaxies in the whole catalogue of miniJ-
PAS at the cluster’s redshift, obtained by González Delgado et al.
(2021), using BaySeAGal, is around 0.2 or even lower. This is
supported by works in the literature such as Balogh et al. (2004).
If we assume a symmetric distribution within R200, and if all the
missing galaxies were blue (worst case scenario), the fraction of
red galaxies inside R200 would be 0.55 (compared to the current
observed fraction of 0.62 inside R200), which is still higher than
the fraction of red galaxies in the field. Instead, if we assumed
a symmetrical distribution keeping the same amount of blue and
red galaxies in the missing area, we would find the fraction of
red galaxies to be even larger (0.64).
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Fig. 5. (u − r)res (top panels) and (u − r)int (bottom panels) colour vs. stellar mass for the redshift bin 0.25 < z < 0.35 derived by BaySeAGal from
the AEGIS galaxy populations (contour) and galaxy cluster members (circles). The coloured bar shows the distribution of the stellar population
properties age, extinction, and metallicity (from left to right). The size of the circles indicates the probability of the galaxy to be member of the
cluster. The position of the brightest galaxy in the cluster (BCG) in each panel is marked. The dashed line in the (u − r)int divides blue galaxies
(below the line) and red galaxies (above the line). A&A proofs: manuscript no. 43245corr
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Fig. 6: Stellar population properties distribution for the emission line galaxy population. Black histogram shows the distribution for
all the galaxy members in the MAG_PSFCOR photometry. Brown solid histogram shows the distribution for the objects selected as
emission line galaxies. From left to right and from upper to bottom: Stellar mass, extinction, stellar metallicity, (u − r)res colour,
mean mass-weighted age, and ratio between the SFR parameters τ and t0.

4.2. ELG population

In Fig. 6 we compare the distribution of the stellar properties
of the ELG with the whole sample and we summarise them
in Table 1. We find that their values span the same ranges
than the properties of the whole catalogue. However, the dis-
tribution themselves are different. The stellar mass still peaks
at log M? ≈ 10.5 [M�], but the contribution of galaxies with
log M? < 10 [M�] becomes more significant. In fact, most
of the galaxies in such range are classified as ELG. On aver-
age, ELGs are less massive than the whole sample by 0.1 dex.
The distribution of AV shows that most of the galaxies that are
not selected as ELG exhibit values lower than 0.5, but the dis-
tribution remains similar (the average only becomes 0.06 mag
lower). A similar behaviour is found for the metallicity, where
most of the galaxies with log Z? .-0.5 are ELG, but the peak of
the distribution is still the same as the whole set. The average
only becomes lower by 0.04 dex. Nonetheless, the distribution
of (u − r)res changes significantly. The peak of the distribution is
still found at (u − r)res ≈ 2.5 mag, but most of the galaxies with
(u−r)res < 2 are ELG, and only a few galaxies with (u−r)res > 2
are ELG. Moreover, the peak of the stellar ages is now found
at < log age >M≈ 9.25, with most of the young galaxies being
ELG and only a few of the old galaxies showing emission lines
(ELG are younger by 0.1 dex on average). Furthermore, most
of the galaxies with τ/t0 . 0.8 are not ELG, and almost all the
galaxies τ/t0 & 0.8 are ELG, and the average value of ELGs is
almost 50 % larger than the average of the whole sample.

These results show that ELGs have properties similar to the
BG population. However, they display differences that suggest
that ELG is a mix of red and blue populations, where RG are
significantly less abundant than the BG population. To further
investigate this point, we explore the colour-mass diagram and
the distribution of the inferred EW(Hα), dividing the ELG into
red (ELG-R) and blue (ELG-B) galaxies (Fig. 7). We see that
galaxies with the lowest predicted EW (<10 Å approximately)
are all red galaxies, while galaxies above this value are all blue
– except for three of them. Two of them are particularly notable,
having a predicted EW above 50 Å. However, when looking at
the spectra, we find that the inferred emission may be a result
from incomplete background subtraction due to fringing effect
that suffer some of the red filters, which is translated into a vari-
ation of the measured magnitude that could be interpreted as
an emission line by the ANN, due to the magnitude difference
among one filter and its adjacent ones. With that exception, we
can conclude that ELG-R are characterised by low estimated val-
ues of EW(Hα), while ELG-B have EW(Hα) > 10 Å. Taking into
account that our ELG-R are more massive than our ELG-B, we
find that our results are coherent with the EW(Hα)-mass relation
found in the literature (see e. g. Fumagalli et al. 2012; Sobral
et al. 2014; Khostovan et al. 2021).

4.3. Star-forming galaxies and AGN populations

The ELG population can be a mix of star-forming galaxies (SF)
and AGN galaxies. To find the abundance of these two classes,
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Fig. 6. Stellar population properties distribution for the emission line galaxy population. Black histogram shows the distribution for all the galaxy
members in the MAG_PSFCOR photometry. Brown solid histogram shows the distribution for the objects selected as emission line galaxies. From
left to right and from upper to bottom: stellar mass, extinction, stellar metallicity, (u− r)res colour, mean mass-weighted age, and ratio between the
SFR parameters τ and t0.
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by the presence of AGN or shocks waves. In Martínez-Solaeche
et al. (2021) we showed that we do not miss a fraction of AGN
larger than 3 % over the whole sample of galaxies used from
SDSS. This confirms that the transfer from the training sample
to our current data is trustworthy.

As explained in Martínez-Solaeche et al. (2021), there is a
minimum measurable EW for a photometric filter. Therefore, the
criteria we use is simply to consider the galaxy as an emission
line galaxy if the EW given by the ANN is greater than the min-
imum measurable EW, taking the error bars into account. This
is:

∆′

S/N − 1
< EWHαANN + εEWHαANN ; EWHαANN > εEWHαANN ,

where ∆′ is the equivalent width of the filter and can be calcu-
lated as:

∆′ =

∫
λT (λ)dλ

λzT (λz)
, (4)

where T is the normalised transmittance of the filter and λz is the
observed emission line wavelength. To compute the minimum
measurable EW, we find the J-PAS filter with a central wave-
length closest to the observed Hα wavelength given the galaxy’s
redshift. Since the minimum EW is associated with a certain fil-
ter, the ∆′ and S/N parameters must be considered in the same
filter and it does not make any sense to consider a median value
for any of them. Also, since we are using the ANN predictions,
here we can separate the Hα emission fom the [NII] emission.

This method is very useful not only for identifying emis-
sion line galaxies, but also to predict the EW of Hα, Hβ, [NII],
and [OIII] lines, along with their respective ratios ([NII]/Hα,
[OIII]/Hβ). We are able to reach a precision in the log([NII]/Hα)
of 0.09 dex for SF galaxies and average S/N ∼10 in the J-spectra.
This is independent of the redshift of the galaxies as we prove
in (Martínez-Solaeche et al. 2021), where we tested our results
with a sample of SDSS galaxies within the redhisft range of
0 < z < 0.35.

3.3.3. ELG final set

We then applied both methods to all the galaxies in the cluster.
The median error method selects 57 galaxies as galaxies with
emission lines, while the ANN method selects 50 galaxies in
total. We decided to be more conservative and consider as ELG
population the intersection of both groups, since this defines a
more robust subset. A total of 49 galaxies remains. A comparison
of the three sets with the whole cluster colour distribution can be
seen in Fig. 4. The (u − r)int distribution is very similar in both
methods, peaking around (u − r)int ≈ 1 and with a lower peak at
(u − r)int ≈ 2.2. This peak is easily understood when looking at
the general distribution, since there is also a peak at this value,
even greater than the bluer one. When defining the median error
method and establishing the values of the multipliers, there is a
risk of generating a greater bias towards blue galaxies greater
than desired in order to account for the larger errors. Comparing
its histogram with the ANN, we can see that the proportion of
blue and red galaxies remains very similar, so we can trust this
method. As a final comment, these results are coherent with what
we would expect, since most of the ELG are blue.
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Fig. 7: EW(Hα) of the ELG population. Top panel: Colour-mass
diagram for the ELG galaxy population. The colour bar shows
the Hα equivalent width. Galaxies above the black dashed line
are considered to be red. Galaxies below are considered to be
blue. Bottom panel: Hα equivalent width distribution histogram.
Green histogram shows the distribution of the galaxies selected
with the ANN method. Orange solid histogram shows the distri-
bution for the selected galaxies. Red histogram shows the distri-
bution of the selected red galaxies. The same holds true for blue
histogram and blue galaxies.

4. Characterisation of the galaxy populations

In this section, we analyse the stellar population properties of
the galaxies belonging to the cluster. First, the sample is divided
in red and blue galaxies. Then, ELG are characterised by their
stellar populations by dividing also the galaxies in star-forming
(SF) and galaxies with an active galactic nucleae (AGN). The
average and dispersion values of the stellar population properties
are summarised in Table 1.

4.1. The red and blue galaxy populations

The bimodal distribution of the red and blue galaxies in the clus-
ter can be seen in the colour-mass diagram (see Fig. 5) The
comparison between the (u − r)res and the (u − r)int shows how
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Fig. 7. EW(Hα) of the ELG population. Top panel: colour-mass diagram
for the ELG galaxy population. The colour bar shows the Hα equivalent
width. Galaxies above the black dashed line are considered to be red.
Galaxies below are considered to be blue. Bottom panel: Hα equivalent
width distribution histogram. Green histogram shows the distribution
of the galaxies selected with the ANN method. Orange solid histogram
shows the distribution for the selected galaxies. Red histogram shows
the distribution of the selected red galaxies. The same holds true for
blue histogram and blue galaxies.

The comparison between the values of the red ELG and AGN
populations shows that the main difference between them resides
in a larger extinction on average for the AGNs, slightly bluer
(u− r)res and (u− r)int colours, younger ages and higher values of
τ/t0. This indicates that the sample selected as AGN is a mixture
of blue and red ELGs and that we are not able to fully separate
the contributions of pure AGNs from star formation in galaxies,
or that most of these galaxies are actually composite.

We focus here on the Hα emission in order to select
our ELG sample. This line can be used as a tracer of the
star formation (see e.g., Kennicutt 1998; Kennicutt & Evans
2012; Kewley et al. 2002; Garn et al. 2010; Oteo et al. 2015;
Catalán-Torrecilla et al. 2015) or the presence of AGNs (see
e.g., Osterbrock & De Robertis 1985; Veilleux & Osterbrock
1987; Osterbrock 1989; Kewley et al. 2001; Cid Fernandes et al.
2011). Therefore, taking into account the relation between galax-
ies in the blue cloud and a higher star formation than galax-

ies in the red sequence, (see e.g., Kauffmann et al. 2003a,b;
Baldry et al. 2004; Brinchmann et al. 2004; Gallazzi et al. 2005;
Mateus et al. 2006, 2007), it is reasonable to assume that an
important fraction of our selected ELG are blue galaxies, which
are generally classified as star-forming galaxies according to
the WHAN and BPT diagrams, and that red galaxies are gen-
erally classified as LINERs or retired galaxies. A similar dis-
cussion with compatible results can be found in the works of
Chies-Santos et al. (2015), Rodríguez del Pino et al. (2017).

4.4. The star formation rate

In order to calculate the star formation rate (SFR) and the spe-
cific SFR (sSFR = SFR/M?), we use the star formation history
(SFH), derived from the SED-fits to add up the stellar mass
formed in the last 20 Myr and divide it by 20 Myr6. The mean
and standard deviation values we obtain for the sSFR for each
set of galaxies are 0.25 ± 0.32 Gyr−1 for the whole sample, then
0.020 ± 0.016 Gyr−1 for red galaxies, 0.49 ± 0.32 Gyr−1 for blue
galaxies, 0.35 ± 0.35 Gyr−1 for the ELGs, 0.016 ± 0.015 Gyr−1

for the red ELGs, 0.50 ± 0.32 Gyr−1r for the blue ELGs, and
0.48 ± 0.34 Gyr−1 for SF galaxies.

We find that the mean value of the sSFR of the blue
galaxies is ∼25 times larger than the mean value of the
red galaxies. This is accordance with the literature (see e.g.,
Kauffmann et al. 2003a,b; Baldry et al. 2004; Brinchmann et al.
2004; Gallazzi et al. 2005; Mateus et al. 2006, 2007). The differ-
ence in the values obtained for the red galaxies and the red ELGs
is negligible, as well as the difference between blue galaxies and
blue ELGs.

The star-forming main sequence (Noeske et al. 2007) is
a relation between the SFR and the stellar mass of galax-
ies in the form of a power law (see e.g., Elbaz et al. 2007;
Speagle et al. 2014; Sparre et al. 2015; Cano-Díaz et al. 2016;
Vilella-Rojo et al. 2021). The work by Nantais et al. (2020)
supports that the relation remains constant with density, and
Speagle et al. (2014) and Santini et al. (2017) works find no vari-
ation with redshift in the slope, but Noeske et al. (2007) find
variations with redshift.

We study the main sequence of the star formation in Fig. 9.
We find that blue galaxies are well placed in the main sequence.
The low mass-and-high sSFR end of the main sequence is
dominated by blue ELGs. This is compatible with young stars
as the main mechanism of Hα emission for blue galaxies (as
seen in Sect. 4.3). Meanwhile, red ELGs are mainly found in
the low sSFR region, so their Hα emission is probably due to
other mechanism, such as the presence of an AGN. We fit a
main sequence of the star formation using the SF galaxies. The
obtained fit (see black dashed line in Fig. 9) is:

log sSFR = (−0.43 ± 0.07) log M? + (3.78 ± 0.64). (5)

Translating this fit to SFR instead of sSFR, the obtained
slope is 0.57. These results are lower than the ones obtained
by Martínez-Solaeche et al. (2022) analysing the whole AEGIS
field. In that work, they calculate the SFR through the Hα
flux and the SFH provided by BaySeAGal. The values of the
slope (in the SFR versus mass fit) are both higher than our
results. This means that sSFR decreases more rapidly with
mass for the galaxies in this cluster than for galaxies in lower
density environments, which is the dominant population in
AEGIS (González Delgado et al. 2022). However, the SF galax-
ies with log M? < 9.8 M� shows a flatter slope that would
6 In this text, sSFR is expressed in units of Gyr−1; and log sSFR is the
decimal logarithm of the sSFR.
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Fig. 8: ELG classification diagrams. Left panel: WHAN diagram with the galaxies classified as emission line galaxies. Red points
represent red galaxies and blue points, blue galaxies. The solid orange and black lines represent the Cid Fernandes et al. (2010)
transposition of the Kauffmann et al. (2003a) and Kewley et al. (2001) SF-AGN distiction criteria, and the green solid line represents
the transposition of the Kewley et al. (2006) made by Cid Fernandes et al. (2010). The dashed black line represents the distinction
between retired galaxies and LINERs (Cid Fernandes et al. 2011). Right panel: BPT diagram for the emission line galaxy population.
The colour coding is the same as the left panel.

we use two different diagrams: the WHAN diagram, introduced
by Cid Fernandes et al. (2010) (CF10), and the BPT diagram
(Baldwin et al. 1981). There are a number of works that present
their own criteria to separate the SF, Seyferts and LINERs in the
BPT diagram, but here we use the results from three in particular:
Kauffmann et al. (2003a) (K03) and Kewley et al. (2001) (K01)
to distinct SF galaxies from galaxies with a potential AGN, and
we use the transposition to this diagram made by Cid Fernan-
des et al. (2010) of the separation criteria between Seyferts and
LINERs found by Kewley et al. (2006) (K06). In the case of the
WHAN diagram, we use the criteria from CF10 and Cid Fernan-
des et al. (2011) (CF11). In this work, several criteria are pre-
sented, but for consistency we choose the transpositions made in
these works (CF10 and CF11) of the same criteria used in the
BPT (K03 and K01) in addition to the criteria of studies where
galaxies with EW(Hα)<3Å are considered to be retired galaxies
5. An example of each type of galaxy, with its J-spectra and its
position in the WHAN and BPT diagrams, respectively, can be
seen in Fig C.1. This figure is useful to explain more clearly how
we interpret the position of galaxies in these diagrams.

Figure 8 shows the WHAN and BPT diagrams with all the
ELG population. Table C.1 shows the classification for each of
these galaxies in both diagrams. Since a different classification
can be derived from each diagram and due to the error bars ob-
tained for many galaxies, it is not trivial to assign a label to each
ELG. Therefore, we use a probabilistic approach in the follow-
ing way: we calculate the area of the error box in the WHAN di-
agram and we calculate the fraction of this area that falls in each
of the diagram regions. We define this fraction as the probability
representing how likely it is for that galaxy to be a SF, Seyfert,

5 This is the name given by CF10 to red-quiescent galaxies with weak
Hα emission, that is probably produced by post-AGB stars.

LINER, retired, or composite (SF-Seyfert or SF-LINER) galaxy.
The error bars plotted in this figure take into account the corre-
lation among the emission lines through the calculation of the
Pearson coefficient and its inclusion in the error budget.

We find that 32 galaxies (65.3 % of the ELG) have a prob-
ability greater than 0.7 of being associated with the SF region
(33 above 0.5, representing 67.3 %). We selected these galaxies
as the SF population. Only one galaxy (which represents 2 % of
the ELG) has a combined probability in the Seyfert and LINER
region greater than 0.5 in the WHAN diagram. The rest of the
galaxies are difficult to uniquely identify as AGN using only the
WHAN diagram. Due to this restriction, we selected as AGNs
those galaxies that are above the K01 curve in the BPT diagram
if the probability of being SF in the WHAN diagram is less than
0.5. With these criteria, only 2470-3670 need to be excluded
from the AGN sample (see Appendix C and Fig C.1). Galaxies
between the K01 and K03 lines likely have contributions from
AGN, but we cannot resolve whether they are Syferts, LINERs,
or composite galaxies. Thus, we do not include them as part of
the AGN sample, nor as SF if they are not classified as SF in the
WHAN diagram.

In Table 1, we summarise the stellar population properties of
these galaxies. If we compare the SF galaxies with the blue ELG,
we find that the differences in the average and standard devia-
tion values are negligible except for the extinction AV , which are
lower for SF galaxies, and (u − r)int colours, which are slightly
redder (but with a greater standard deviation) for SF galaxies.
This indicates that most of the blue ELG are SF galaxies.

The comparison between the values of the red ELG and AGN
populations shows that the main difference between them resides
in a larger extinction on average for the AGNs, slightly bluer
(u−r)res and (u−r)int colours, younger ages and higher values of
τ/t0. This indicates that the sample selected as AGN is a mixture
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Fig. 8. ELG classification diagrams. Left panel: WHAN diagram with the galaxies classified as emission line galaxies. Red points repre-
sent red galaxies and blue points, blue galaxies. The solid orange and black lines represent the Cid Fernandes et al. (2010) transposition of
the Kauffmann et al. (2003a) and Kewley et al. (2001) SF-AGN distiction criteria, and the green solid line represents the transposition of the
Kewley et al. (2006) made by Cid Fernandes et al. (2010). The dashed black line represents the distinction between retired galaxies and LINERs
(Cid Fernandes et al. 2011). Right panel: BPT diagram for the emission line galaxy population. The colour coding is the same as the left panel.A&A proofs: manuscript no. 43245corr
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Fig. 9: Star formation main sequence. Red dots represent the
red galaxies. Blue dots represent blue galaxies. White dots rep-
resent the ELG population (selected in Sect.3.3) with inferred
EW(Hα) > 6 Å. Dot size is proportional to the inverse distance
to the BCG

of blue and red ELGs and that we are not able to fully separate
the contributions of pure AGNs from star formation in galaxies,
or that most of these galaxies are actually composite.

We focus here on the Hα emission in order to select our
ELG sample. This line can be used as a tracer of the star forma-
tion (see e.g. Kennicutt 1998; Kennicutt & Evans 2012; Kewley
et al. 2002; Garn et al. 2010; Oteo et al. 2015; Catalán-Torrecilla
et al. 2015) or the presence of AGNs (see e.g. Osterbrock & De
Robertis 1985; Veilleux & Osterbrock 1987; Osterbrock 1989;
Kewley et al. 2001; Cid Fernandes et al. 2011). Therefore, taking
into account the relation between galaxies in the blue cloud and a
higher star formation than galaxies in the red sequence, (see e.g.
Kauffmann et al. 2003c,b; Baldry et al. 2004; Brinchmann et al.
2004; Gallazzi et al. 2005; Mateus et al. 2006, 2007), it is rea-
sonable to assume that an important fraction of our selected ELG
are blue galaxies, which are generally classified as star-forming
galaxies according to the WHAN and BPT diagrams, and that
red galaxies are generally classified as LINERs or retired galax-
ies. A similar discussion with compatible results can be found
in the works of Chies-Santos et al. (2015); Rodríguez del Pino
et al. (2017).

4.4. The star formation rate

In order to calculate the star formation rate (SFR) and the spe-
cific SFR (sSFR = SFR/M?), we use the star formation history
(SFH), derived from the SED-fits to add up the stellar mass
formed in the last 20 Myr and divide it by 20 Myr.6. The mean
and standard deviation values we obtain for the sSFR for each
set of galaxies are 0.25 ± 0.32 Gyr−1 for the whole sample, then
0.020± 0.016 Gyr−1 for red galaxies, 0.49± 0.32 Gyr−1 for blue
galaxies, 0.35 ± 0.35 Gyr−1 for the ELGs, 0.016 ± 0.015 Gyr−1

for the red ELGs, 0.50 ± 0.32 Gyr−1r for the blue ELGs, and
0.48 ± 0.34 Gyr−1 for SF galaxies.

We find that the mean value of the sSFR of the blue galax-
ies is ∼ 25 times larger than the mean value of the red galaxies.
This is accordance with the literature (see e.g. Kauffmann et al.

6 In this text, sSFR is expressed in units of Gyr−1; and log sSFR is the
decimal logarithm of the sSFR

2003c,b; Baldry et al. 2004; Brinchmann et al. 2004; Gallazzi
et al. 2005; Mateus et al. 2006, 2007). The difference in the val-
ues obtained for the red galaxies and the red ELGs is negligible,
as well as the difference between blue galaxies and blue ELGs.

The star-forming main sequence (Noeske et al. 2007) is a
relation between the SFR and the stellar mass of galaxies in the
form of a power law (see e.g. Elbaz et al. 2007; Speagle et al.
2014; Sparre et al. 2015; Cano-Díaz et al. 2016; Vilella-Rojo
et al. 2021). The work by Nantais et al. (2020) supports that the
relation remains constant with density, and Speagle et al. (2014)
and Santini et al. (2017) works find no variation with redshift in
the slope, but Noeske et al. (2007) find variations with redshift.

We study the main sequence of the star formation in Fig.
9.We find that blue galaxies are well placed in the main se-
quence. The low mass-and-high sSFR end of the main sequence
is dominated by blue ELGs. This is compatible with young stars
as the main mechanism of Hα emission for blue galaxies (as
seen in Sect.4.3). Meanwhile, red ELGs are mainly found in the
low sSFR region, so their Hα emission is probably due to other
mechanism, such as the presence of an AGN. We fit a main se-
quence of the star formation using the SF galaxies. The obtained
fit (see black dashed line in Fig. 9) is:

log sSFR = (−0.43 ± 0.07) log M? + (3.78 ± 0.64). (5)

Translating this fit to SFR instead of sSFR, the obtained
slope is 0.57. These results are lower than the ones obtained
by Martínez-Solaeche et al. (2022) analysing the whole AEGIS
field. In that work, they calculate the SFR through the Hα
flux and the SFH provided by BaySeAGal. The values of the
slope (in the SFR versus mass fit) are both higher than our re-
sults. This means that sSFR decreases more rapidly with mass
for the galaxies in this cluster than for galaxies in lower den-
sity environments, which is the dominant population in AEGIS
(González Delgado et al. 2022). However, the SF galaxies with
log M? < 9.8 M� shows a flatter slope that would suggest that
the sSFR is almost independent of the mass. This also holds true
for the results from other works, such as Boogaard et al. (2018),
Vilella-Rojo et al. (2021), Puertas et al. (2017), Renzini & Peng
(2015), Zahid et al. (2012), Shin et al. (2021), Belfiore et al.
(2016), Cano-Díaz et al. (2016), Cano-Díaz et al. (2019), and
Sánchez et al. (2018).

5. Discussion

The spatial distribution of the galaxy populations and the vari-
ation of galaxy properties with the cluster-centric radius is a
key piece of information in improving our understanding of the
role of environment for quenching the star formation in galax-
ies (Donnari et al. 2021; Dacunha et al. 2022; Niemiec et al.
2022), Galaxy-galaxy or galaxy-ICM interactions are more effi-
cient at the cluster centre, where the density of galaxies and the
density of the gas are higher. Therefore, it is expected that en-
vironmental processes are more efficient inside the virial radius
(Alonso et al. 2012; Raj et al. 2019). However, other processes,
such as galaxy harassment, ram-pressure stripping, and starva-
tion can act outside the virialised region, being also effective at
the cluster periphery (Bahé et al. 2013; Zinger et al. 2018; Lac-
erna et al. 2022). The analysis of the galaxy populations, SFR
and SFH have been proven to be very useful to study quenching
and cluster formation scenarios (see e.g. von der Linden et al.
2010).

In this section we discuss the distribution of the galaxy pop-
ulations within the cluster. The fraction of red, blue, and star-
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Fig. 9. Star formation main sequence. Red dots represent the red galax-
ies. Blue dots represent blue galaxies. White dots represent the ELG
population (selected in Sect. 3.3) with inferred EW(Hα) > 6 Å. Dot
size is proportional to the inverse distance to the BCG.

suggest that the sSFR is almost independent of the mass.
This also holds true for the results from other works, such as
Boogaard et al. (2018), Vilella-Rojo et al. (2021), Puertas et al.
(2017), Renzini & Peng (2015), Zahid et al. (2012), Shin et al.
(2021), Belfiore et al. (2016), Cano-Díaz et al. (2016, 2019), and
Sánchez et al. (2018).

5. Discussion

The spatial distribution of the galaxy populations and the vari-
ation of galaxy properties with the cluster-centric radius is a
key piece of information in improving our understanding of the

role of environment for quenching the star formation in galaxies
(Donnari et al. 2021; Dacunha et al. 2022; Niemiec et al. 2022),
Galaxy-galaxy or galaxy-ICM interactions are more efficient at
the cluster centre, where the density of galaxies and the density
of the gas are higher. Therefore, it is expected that environmental
processes are more efficient inside the virial radius (Alonso et al.
2012; Raj et al. 2019). However, other processes, such as galaxy
harassment, ram-pressure stripping, and starvation can act out-
side the virialised region, being also effective at the cluster
periphery (Bahé et al. 2013; Zinger et al. 2018; Lacerna et al.
2022). The analysis of the galaxy populations, SFR and SFH
have been proven to be very useful to study quenching and clus-
ter formation scenarios (see e.g., von der Linden et al. 2010).

In this section we discuss the distribution of the galaxy
populations within the cluster. The fraction of red, blue, and star-
forming galaxies as well as AGN as a function of the radial dis-
tance to the cluster centre provide clues about the relevance of
the environment and AGN feedback in the quenching of star for-
mation. We also study the variation of the SFH parameters of
galaxies that are in the central part (r ≤ 0.5R200), with respect
to outskirt regions (r > 0.5R200); thus, the SFH-distance rela-
tion provides information about the accretion history and the
differential quenching time scales. We finish the discussion with
the variation of stellar population properties with cluster-centric
radius; in particular, the sSFR-distance relation traces how the
environment-quenching process proceeds.

5.1. Spatial distribution of the galaxy populations

The 2D map distribution of the galaxy populations of the cluster
is shown in Fig. 10. Most of the red galaxies are located inside
the inner region (d < 0.5R200 from the BCG), while half of the
blue galaxies are located around 0.9 R200. This visual inspec-
tion is corroborated by the mean distance of the RG, which is
0.60R200, while for BG is around 0.98R200, which is almost the
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Fig. 10: Spatial distribution of the galaxy populations in the cluster. Left panel: Spatial distribution of the red, blue, and emission line
galaxy populations. Blue dots represent blue galaxies. Red galaxies are represented with red dots. White dots over red and blue dots
represent the ELG. Dot size is proportional to the AMICO association probability. The dashed golden and black circles represents
the 0.5 R200 and R200 distances to the BCG, respectively. The grey dashed line represents the limit of the FoV of miniJPAS. The
black cross represents the position of the BCG. Green contours represent the X-ray emission in the 0.5-2 keV energy band from
XMM data (Bonoli et al. 2021). Energy levels are 3.654 × 10−16, 1.218 × 10−15, 3.654 × 10−15 and 1.218 × 10−14 ergs s−1 cm−2

arcmin−2. Rigt panel: spatial distribution of the SF and AGN. Stars represent SF galaxies and squares the AGNs. The color code
represent the inferred

EW(Hα). The rest of the symbols are the same as in the left panel.

forming galaxies as well as AGN as a function of the radial dis-
tance to the cluster centre provide clues about the relevance of
the environment and AGN feedback in the quenching of star for-
mation. We also study the variation of the SFH parameters of
galaxies that are in the central part (r ≤ 0.5 R200), with respect
to outskirt regions (r > 0.5 R200); thus, the SFH-distance re-
lation provides information about the accretion history and the
differential quenching time scales. We finish the discussion with
the variation of stellar population properties with cluster-centric
radius; in particular, the sSFR-distance relation traces how the
environment-quenching process proceeds.

5.1. Spatial distribution of the galaxy populations

The 2D map distribution of the galaxy populations of the cluster
is shown in Fig. 10. Most of the red galaxies are located inside
the inner region (d< 0.5 R200 from the BCG), while half of the
blue galaxies are located around 0.9 R200. This visual inspec-
tion is corroborated by the mean distance of the RG, which is
0.60 R200, while for BG is around 0.98 R200, which is almost
the same as the mean distance of ELGs (0.90 R200, 0.98 R200
for the SF galaxies, and 0.64 R200 for the AGNs). Moreover, the
distribution of the ELGs is very similar to that of BGs, because
most of the ELGs are BGs. This indicates that RGs are more
prominent in denser environments than BGs, as seen in previous
works (see e.g Balogh et al. 2004). Also, ELGs appear to show a
more uniform distance distribution, which is in accordance with
the results of the literature, such as Haines et al. (2012, 2015);
Noble et al. (2013, 2016); Mercurio et al. (2021). However, our
ELG population is not composed exclusively of SF galaxies, as
there are also AGN candidates; this is justified by the presence
of ELGs in denser environments. In fact, most of the AGNs are

located in the central region, while the number of SF galaxies
increases with distance.

To quantify the spatial variation of the galaxy populations,
we discuss how the fraction of the different galaxy populations
changes with the distance to the BCG (see Fig. 11). Red galax-
ies clearly dominate over blue galaxies in the inner regions (up
to d ∼ 0.5 R200). At this point, we are not affected by the in-
completeness of the observations. The fraction of red galaxies
steeply decreases, as the fraction of blue galaxies increases with
the distance, but the fraction of red galaxies remains above the
value obtained by González Delgado et al. (2021) even at dis-
tances larger than R200. It is also interesting to note that the frac-
tion of red galaxies is equal to the fraction of blue galaxies at
d ≈ 0.5 R200. Thus, we can conclude that inside the virialised
region, the red galaxy population dominates over the blue one.

The fraction of ELG slightly increases with distance, up to
d ≈ R200 and then decreases again. This decrease of the ELG
fraction for d > R200 could be a consequence of the possible ob-
servational incompleteness of our sample at larger distances. The
fraction remains below 0.6 at all distances. This fraction is below
the ∼80% star-forming field AEGIS population at z = 0.2 − 0.3
(Martínez-Solaeche et al. 2022). If we separate blue and red
ELG, we find that most of the ELG are red in the inner areas,
but their fraction rapidly decreases and is negligible at distances
larger than d ≈ 0.5 R200. In contrast, the fraction of blue ELG
is negligible inside d ≈ 0.3 R200, and then increases steeply. An
almost equal behaviour is found for AGN and SF galaxy popu-
lations, respectively. As it happens for the blue ELG, the frac-
tion of SF galaxies increases up to 0.6 as the distance increases.
Although it decreases to lower values at distances higher than
d ≈ 0.8 R200. This may be due to our incompleteness in the
observations or to the presence of composite blue galaxies that
cannot be clearly classified neither as SF nor as AGN.
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Fig. 10. Spatial distribution of the galaxy populations in the cluster. Left panel: spatial distribution of the red, blue, and emission line galaxy
populations. Blue dots represent blue galaxies. Red galaxies are represented with red dots. White dots over red and blue dots represent the ELG.
Dot size is proportional to the AMICO association probability. The dashed golden and black circles represents the 0.5R200 and R200 distances to
the BCG, respectively. The grey dashed line represents the limit of the FoV of miniJPAS. The black cross represents the position of the BCG.
Green contours represent the X-ray emission in the 0.5–2 keV energy band from XMM data (Bonoli et al. 2021). Energy levels are 3.654 × 10−16,
1.218 × 10−15, 3.654 × 10−15 and 1.218 × 10−14 ergs s−1 cm−2 arcmin−2. Rigt panel: spatial distribution of the SF and AGN. Stars represent SF
galaxies and squares the AGNs. The color code represent the inferred EW(Hα). The rest of the symbols are the same as in the left panel.A&A proofs: manuscript no. 43245corr
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Fig. 11: Radial variation of the galaxy populations in the cluster. First panel: Radial variation of the fraction of red and blue galaxies.
Red points represent the fraction of red galaxies, blue points represent the fraction of blue galaxies. Second panel: Fraction of ELG,
red ELG, and blue ELG as a function of distance. Peru points are the total fraction of ELG, red points are the fraction of red ELG,
and blue points are the fraction of blue ELG. Third panel: Fraction of SF galaxies and AGNs as a function of the distance to the
BCG. Cyan stars represent the fraction of star-forming galaxies. Magenta squares represent the fraction of AGN.

Thus, blue and star-forming galaxies are more common be-
yond the cluster virialised region, in agreement with other works,
such as Haines et al. (2012, 2015); Noble et al. (2013, 2016);
Mercurio et al. (2021). As reported by Olave-Rojas et al. (2018),
we find that the fraction of red galaxies remains higher than in
the field at distances larger than R200. However, in contrast to
Guglielmo et al. (2019), we do not find a larger fraction of SF
galaxies than blue galaxies, except for the most central region,
where a reactivation of the SF may be taking place, due to the
aforementioned mechanisms. The radial profile of the AGN frac-
tion could compatible with the results by Peluso et al. (2022),
who find a significant abundance of AGNs in galaxies that have
suffered ram-pressure stripping, taking into account the relation
between ram-pressure stripping and the ICM density AGN feed-
back might play a role at the centre due to the increase of AGN
fraction toward it; but this study could not explain the large frac-
tion (> 50%) of red galaxies within 0.5 R200. Other processes
related to the environment, along with possible previous mass-
quenching, may be acting in the cluster.

5.2. Stellar population properties: Radial variation of the
colours, mass, and ages

The variation of the abundance of red and blue galaxies has an
important effect on the radial variation of the galaxy properties,
particularly on the colours and ages of the stellar populations.

We studied the radial profiles of the (u−r)int colour, the mass
density (with the area corrected from mask an incompleteness
effects), and the <log age>M (see Fig. 12). The colour, (u− r)int,
decreases with the radial distance; however, this is in part due
to the radial variation of the fraction of red and blue galaxies in
the cluster. When the galaxy population is segregated in red and
blue galaxies, we find that most of the red galaxies have very
similar (u − r)int, while blue galaxies become bluer going from
the cluster centre and further out towards the edges This is prob-
ably associated with a change in the age of the blue galaxy pop-
ulation. Red galaxies ages stay approximately constant at <log

age>M ≈ 9.6. 7. Meanwhile, the mean age of BGs decreases
as the distance to the BCG increases by about 0.3 dex in the in-
ner 0.5 R200. The stellar mass surface density of the red galaxies
decreases with the distance to the BCG, reflecting that the most
massive galaxies are sited in the inner 0.5 R200. Blue galaxies
show a lower mass density and a smoother slope than RGs, but
they show similar stellar mass density as the red galaxies beyond
0.5 R200.

Therefore, we find that red, more massive, older galaxies, are
found in the inner areas while we find, blue, younger, and less
massive galaxies in the outskirts. These properties are generally
associated with galaxies in the red sequence (which also, show
low values of star formation) and the blue cloud with usually
higher levels of star formation than most galaxies in the red se-
quence (see e.g. Kauffmann et al. 2003c,b; Baldry et al. 2004;
Brinchmann et al. 2004; Gallazzi et al. 2005; Mateus et al. 2006,
2007).

The stellar ages of the blue galaxies show a clear gradient
with cluster-centric distance. However, the mean ages of the red
galaxies is almost constant with the radial distance. It suggests
that these galaxies were probably quenched earlier than their ac-
cretion to the cluster or during the first epoch of the accretion.

5.3. SFH: Spatial variation

We go on to investigate the spatial variation of the SFH of the
cluster galaxies. Before doing that, however, we comment here
on the uncertainties involved.

The reliability of our methodology has been previously as-
sessed in González Delgado et al. (2021), where we have shown
that the SFH of a complete sub-sample of miniJPAS galaxies
selected at z ∼ 0.1 constrains the cosmic evolution of the star
formation rate density up to z ∼ 3, producing results in good
agreement with those derived from cosmological surveys. We
have further shown that the galaxy properties (stellar mass, ages,
and metallicity) can be inferred by fitting the J-spectra with the
non-parametric codes MUFFIT, AlStar, and TGASPEX, and the

7 This is the logarithm of the stellar ages expressed in yr
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Fig. 11. Radial variation of the galaxy populations in the cluster. First panel: radial variation of the fraction of red and blue galaxies. Red points
represent the fraction of red galaxies, blue points represent the fraction of blue galaxies. Second panel: fraction of ELG, red ELG, and blue ELG
as a function of distance. Peru points are the total fraction of ELG, red points are the fraction of red ELG, and blue points are the fraction of blue
ELG. Third panel: fraction of SF galaxies and AGNs as a function of the distance to the BCG. Cyan stars represent the fraction of star-forming
galaxies. Magenta squares represent the fraction of AGN.

same as the mean distance of ELGs (0.90R200, 0.98R200 for the
SF galaxies, and 0.64R200 for the AGNs). Moreover, the distri-
bution of the ELGs is very similar to that of BGs, because most
of the ELGs are BGs. This indicates that RGs are more promi-
nent in denser environments than BGs, as seen in previous works
(see e.g., Balogh et al. 2004). Also, ELGs appear to show a
more uniform distance distribution, which is in accordance with
the results of the literature, such as Haines et al. (2012, 2015),
Noble et al. (2013, 2016), Mercurio et al. (2021). However, our
ELG population is not composed exclusively of SF galaxies, as
there are also AGN candidates; this is justified by the presence
of ELGs in denser environments. In fact, most of the AGNs are

located in the central region, while the number of SF galaxies
increases with distance.

To quantify the spatial variation of the galaxy populations,
we discuss how the fraction of the different galaxy populations
changes with the distance to the BCG (see Fig. 11). Red galax-
ies clearly dominate over blue galaxies in the inner regions
(up to d ∼ 0.5R200). At this point, we are not affected by the
incompleteness of the observations. The fraction of red galax-
ies steeply decreases, as the fraction of blue galaxies increases
with the distance, but the fraction of red galaxies remains above
the value obtained by González Delgado et al. (2021) even at
distances larger than R200. It is also interesting to note that the
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fraction of red galaxies is equal to the fraction of blue galaxies
at d ≈ 0.5R200. Thus, we can conclude that inside the virialised
region, the red galaxy population dominates over the blue one.

The fraction of ELG slightly increases with distance, up to
d ≈ R200 and then decreases again. This decrease of the ELG
fraction for d > R200 could be a consequence of the possi-
ble observational incompleteness of our sample at larger dis-
tances. The fraction remains below 0.6 at all distances. This frac-
tion is below the ∼80% star-forming field AEGIS population at
z = 0.2−0.3 (Martínez-Solaeche et al. 2022). If we separate blue
and red ELG, we find that most of the ELG are red in the inner
areas, but their fraction rapidly decreases and is negligible at dis-
tances larger than d ≈ 0.5R200. In contrast, the fraction of blue
ELG is negligible inside d ≈ 0.3R200, and then increases steeply.
An almost equal behaviour is found for AGN and SF galaxy pop-
ulations, respectively. As it happens for the blue ELG, the frac-
tion of SF galaxies increases up to 0.6 as the distance increases.
Although it decreases to lower values at distances higher than
d ≈ 0.8R200. This may be due to our incompleteness in the obser-
vations or to the presence of composite blue galaxies that cannot
be clearly classified neither as SF nor as AGN.

Thus, blue and star-forming galaxies are more common
beyond the cluster virialised region, in agreement with other
works, such as Haines et al. (2012, 2015), Noble et al. (2013,
2016), Mercurio et al. (2021). As reported by Olave-Rojas et al.
(2018), we find that the fraction of red galaxies remains higher
than in the field at distances larger than R200. However, in con-
trast to Guglielmo et al. (2019), we do not find a larger fraction
of SF galaxies than blue galaxies, except for the most central
region, where a reactivation of the SF may be taking place,
due to the aforementioned mechanisms. The radial profile of the
AGN fraction could compatible with the results by Peluso et al.
(2022), who find a significant abundance of AGNs in galaxies
that have suffered ram-pressure stripping, taking into account
the relation between ram-pressure stripping and the ICM density
AGN feedback might play a role at the centre due to the increase
of AGN fraction toward it; but this study could not explain the
large fraction (>50%) of red galaxies within 0.5R200. Other pro-
cesses related to the environment, along with possible previous
mass-quenching, may be acting in the cluster.

5.2. Stellar population properties: Radial variation of the
colours, mass, and ages

The variation of the abundance of red and blue galaxies has an
important effect on the radial variation of the galaxy properties,
particularly on the colours and ages of the stellar populations.

We studied the radial profiles of the (u−r)int colour, the mass
density (with the area corrected from mask an incompleteness
effects), and the 〈log age〉M (see Fig. 12). The colour, (u − r)int,
decreases with the radial distance; however, this is in part due to
the radial variation of the fraction of red and blue galaxies in the
cluster. When the galaxy population is segregated in red and blue
galaxies, we find that most of the red galaxies have very similar
(u−r)int, while blue galaxies become bluer going from the cluster
centre and further out towards the edges This is probably associ-
ated with a change in the age of the blue galaxy population. Red
galaxies ages stay approximately constant at 〈log age〉M ≈ 9.67.
Meanwhile, the mean age of BGs decreases as the distance to the
BCG increases by about 0.3 dex in the inner 0.5R200. The stellar
mass surface density of the red galaxies decreases with the dis-
tance to the BCG, reflecting that the most massive galaxies are

7 This is the logarithm of the stellar ages expressed in yr.

sited in the inner 0.5R200. Blue galaxies show a lower mass den-
sity and a smoother slope than RGs, but they show similar stellar
mass density as the red galaxies beyond 0.5R200.

Therefore, we find that red, more massive, older galaxies, are
found in the inner areas while we find, blue, younger, and less mas-
sive galaxies in the outskirts. These properties are generally asso-
ciated with galaxies in the red sequence (which also, show low val-
ues of star formation) and the blue cloud with usually higher levels
of star formation than most galaxies in the red sequence (see e.g.,
Kauffmann et al. 2003a,b; Baldry et al. 2004; Brinchmann et al.
2004; Gallazzi et al. 2005; Mateus et al. 2006, 2007).

The stellar ages of the blue galaxies show a clear gradient
with cluster-centric distance. However, the mean ages of the red
galaxies is almost constant with the radial distance. It suggests
that these galaxies were probably quenched earlier than their
accretion to the cluster or during the first epoch of the accretion.

5.3. SFH: Spatial variation

We go on to investigate the spatial variation of the SFH of the
cluster galaxies. Before doing that, however, we comment here
on the uncertainties involved.

The reliability of our methodology has been previously
assessed in González Delgado et al. (2021), where we have
shown that the SFH of a complete sub-sample of miniJPAS
galaxies selected at z ∼ 0.1 constrains the cosmic evolution of
the star formation rate density up to z ∼ 3, producing results in
good agreement with those derived from cosmological surveys.
We have further shown that the galaxy properties (stellar mass,
ages, and metallicity) can be inferred by fitting the J-spectra with
the non-parametric codes MUFFIT, AlStar, and TGASPEX, and
the results are similar to those obtained by BaySeAGal using
the same delayed-τ model used in this work (see Table 1 in
González Delgado et al. 2021).

Reassuring as these statistical results may be, we should not
lose sight of the inherent difficulties in estimating SFHs of indi-
vidual galaxies (e.g., Ocvirk et al. 2006). Our Bayesian analysis,
based on an analytical prescription for the SFH (Eq. (1)), is just
one out of a vast spectrum of alternative approaches. Parametric
models such as our delayed-τmodel are known to lack flexibility
to emulate the diversity of SFHs in galaxies (e.g., Dressler et al.
2016; Pacifici et al. 2016) and to induce considerable biases in
some cases (e.g., Lower et al. 2020). Non-parametric models
alleviate these problems, but the higher dimensionality associ-
ated with the added flexibility requires extra care when spec-
ifying the priors, which may have a significant impact in the
estimated properties (Leja et al. 2019). Moreover, it has been
previously shown that only a few characteristic episodes in the
SFH can be retrieved from the SED-fitting (Cid Fernandes et al.
2005; Ocvirk et al. 2006; Asari et al. 2007; Tojeiro et al. 2017).

Despite all the caveats involved, our previous analysis of
∼8000 miniJPAS galaxies, where we detected only small dif-
ferences between properties derived though parametric and non-
parametric codes (significantly below the 0.4 dex in log M?,
inferred for the SED-fitting of broad band photometry of
mock data of cosmological galaxy formation simulations by
Lower et al. 2020) gives us confidence that we can use our
results to investigate the general trend of the spatial variation
of the SFH among the galaxy cluster members. The compara-
tive and statistical nature of this analysis further alleviates wor-
ries associated with the SFH parameters derived for each galaxy;
however, as discussed above, this approach should be treated
with caution.
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Fig. 12: Radial distribution of the stellar mass surface density, the mean mass-weighted age and the mean (u− r)int colour. The grey
dashed lines represent the limit of the FoV of miniJPAS. Red dots represent the values for the red galaxies and blue dots represent
the values for the blue galaxies. Black dots represent the values of (u − r)int for all the galaxies.

Table 2: Averages and dispersions for the SFH parameters.

SP RG BG RG (d < 0.5) BG (d < 0.5) RG (0.5 < d < 1) BG (0.5 < d < 1) RG (d > 1) BG (d > 1)
t0 6.44 ± 1.76 6.00 ± 1.72 6.64 ± 1.75 7.69 ± 0.17 6.30 ± 1.86 6.37 ± 1.59 6.18 ± 1.65 5.33 ± 1.66
τ/t0 0.12 ± 0.02 0.94 ± 0.63 0.12 ± 0.03 0.46 ± 0.21 0.12 ± 0.02 0.83 ± 0.49 0.11 ± 0.02 1.14 ± 0.70

Notes. Values are the mean and standard deviation of the red and blue galaxy members, and for galaxies inside 0.5 R200, between 0.5 R200 and R200
and outside R200.

results are similar to those obtained by BaySeAGal using the
same delayed-τmodel used in this work (see Table 1 in González
Delgado et al. 2021).

Reassuring as these statistical results may be, we should not
lose sight of the inherent difficulties in estimating SFHs of indi-
vidual galaxies (e.g. Ocvirk et al. 2006). Our Bayesian analysis,
based on an analytical prescription for the SFH (Eq. 1), is just
one out of a vast spectrum of alternative approaches. Parametric
models such as our delayed-τmodel are known to lack flexibility
to emulate the diversity of SFHs in galaxies (e.g. Dressler et al.
2016; Pacifici et al. 2016) and to induce considerable biases in
some cases (Lower et al. 2020, e.g). Non-parametric models al-
leviate these problems, but the higher dimensionality associated
with the added flexibility requires extra care when specifying
the priors, which may have a significant impact in the estimated
properties (Leja et al. 2019). Moreover, it has been previously
shown that only a few characteristic episodes in the SFH can
be retrieved from the SED-fitting (Cid Fernandes et al. 2005;
Ocvirk et al. 2006; Asari et al. 2007; Tojeiro et al. 2017).

Despite all the caveats involved, our previous analysis of
∼8000 miniJPAS galaxies, where we detected only small dif-
ferences between properties derived though parametric and non-
parametric codes (significantly below the 0.4 dex in log M?, in-
ferred for the SED-fitting of broad band photometry of mock
data of cosmological galaxy formation simulations by Lower
et al. 2020) gives us confidence that we can use our results to
investigate the general trend of the spatial variation of the SFH
among the galaxy cluster members. The comparative and statis-
tical nature of this analysis further alleviates worries associated
with the SFH parameters derived for each galaxy; however, as
discussed above, this approach should be treated with caution.

We focus on two parameters for this study: t0, the lookback
time when the star formation began, and τ/t0, a measure of the

extent of the star formation that is better constrained than t0 or τ.
Table 2 and Fig. 13 summarise our results. We divide the galax-
ies into blue and red ones once again. We further divide galax-
ies by their (projected) distances to the BCG into smaller than
0.5 R200, between 0.5 R200 and 1 R200, and larger than R200 bins.
This allows us to distinguish the effect of the environment in the
SFH for the central virialised area and the outer regions.

The parameter t0 shows similar values for red and blue galax-
ies at all distances. This would suggest that most galaxies started
forming stars roughly at the same epoch (around ∼ 6.5 Gyr). The
main differences appear in the blue galaxies within and outside
of 0.5 R200. Blue galaxies in the inner region show the highest
mean value of t0, but they are very few and this value is compat-
ible with the one obtained for red galaxies at similar distances.
Blue galaxies in the outer region (d > R200) show a lower value
for t0. This could be a consequence of these galaxies being in the
cluster infall region (Rines & Diaferio 2006).

Since values of t0 are very similar for most galaxies all over
the cluster, we interpret the low values of τ/t0 as short episodes
of star formation and large values of this parameter as star for-
mation processes that are more extended over time. Red galaxy
values of τ/t0 ∼ 0.12, no matter their distance to the BCG, sug-
gest that their star formation was shut down very fast. On the
contrary, blue galaxies show larger values of this fraction than
red galaxies at all distances and there is a clear increase in τ/t0
as the distance to the BCG increases.

Thus, these results suggest a faster quenching process for
blue galaxies in the dense (inner) regions; while red galaxies
might be quenched earlier on and independently of the distance
to the cluster centre in an earlier cluster accretion epoch. More-
over, the quenching of the star formation of red galaxies might be
linked to the AGN or galaxy stellar mass, rather than to the envi-
ronment because at the smaller cluster-centric distance is where
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Fig. 12. Radial distribution of the stellar mass surface density, the mean mass-weighted age and the mean (u − r)int colour. The grey dashed lines
represent the limit of the FoV of miniJPAS. Red dots represent the values for the red galaxies and blue dots represent the values for the blue
galaxies. Black dots represent the values of (u − r)int for all the galaxies.

Table 2. Averages and dispersions for the SFH parameters.

SP RG BG RG (d < 0.5) BG (d < 0.5) RG (0.5 < d < 1) BG (0.5 < d < 1) RG (d > 1) BG (d > 1)

t0 6.44 ± 1.76 6.00 ± 1.72 6.64 ± 1.75 7.69 ± 0.17 6.30 ± 1.86 6.37 ± 1.59 6.18 ± 1.65 5.33 ± 1.66
τ/t0 0.12 ± 0.02 0.94 ± 0.63 0.12 ± 0.03 0.46 ± 0.21 0.12 ± 0.02 0.83 ± 0.49 0.11 ± 0.02 1.14 ± 0.70

Notes. Values are the mean and standard deviation of the red and blue galaxy members, and for galaxies inside 0.5R200, between 0.5R200 and R200
and outside R200.

We focus on two parameters for this study: t0, the lookback
time when the star formation began, and τ/t0, a measure of the
extent of the star formation that is better constrained than t0 or τ.
Table 2 and Fig. 13 summarise our results. We divide the galax-
ies into blue and red ones once again. We further divide galax-
ies by their (projected) distances to the BCG into smaller than
0.5R200, between 0.5R200 and 1R200, and larger than R200 bins.
This allows us to distinguish the effect of the environment in the
SFH for the central virialised area and the outer regions.

The parameter t0 shows similar values for red and blue galax-
ies at all distances. This would suggest that most galaxies started
forming stars roughly at the same epoch (around ∼6.5 Gyr). The
main differences appear in the blue galaxies within and outside
of 0.5R200. Blue galaxies in the inner region show the highest
mean value of t0, but they are very few and this value is compat-
ible with the one obtained for red galaxies at similar distances.
Blue galaxies in the outer region (d > R200) show a lower value
for t0. This could be a consequence of these galaxies being in the
cluster infall region (Rines & Diaferio 2006).

Since values of t0 are very similar for most galaxies all over
the cluster, we interpret the low values of τ/t0 as short episodes
of star formation and large values of this parameter as star for-
mation processes that are more extended over time. Red galaxy
values of τ/t0 ∼ 0.12, no matter their distance to the BCG, sug-
gest that their star formation was shut down very fast. On the
contrary, blue galaxies show larger values of this fraction than
red galaxies at all distances and there is a clear increase in τ/t0
as the distance to the BCG increases.

Thus, these results suggest a faster quenching process for
blue galaxies in the dense (inner) regions; while red galaxies
might be quenched earlier on and independently of the distance
to the cluster centre in an earlier cluster accretion epoch. More-
over, the quenching of the star formation of red galaxies might be
linked to the AGN or galaxy stellar mass, rather than to the envi-
ronment because at the smaller cluster-centric distance is where

we find the most massive galaxies and the fraction of AGN is
larger.

5.4. sSFR: Radial variation

From the SFH parameters, we can conclude that red galaxies have
already been quenched independently of their position in the clus-
ter; whereas for blue galaxies, the quenching process proceeds
from the inner to the outer regions of the cluster. To confirm this
conclusion, we study the variation of the sSFR with the distance
(see Fig. 14). It is worth noticing that blue galaxies have a sSFR
at all the cluster-centric radius that are above sSFR = 0.1 Gyr−1,
which is the threshold adopted by Peng et al. (2010) to differ-
entiate star-forming galaxies from quenched galaxies. The mean
sSFR of blue galaxies also clearly increases from inside-out of
the cluster; in contrast, the mean sSFR of the red galaxies remains
constant within the error bars. This suggests that red galaxies have
quenched before their accretion to the cluster or were quenched
within it in an earlier accretion epoch, while blue galaxies are
still in the process of quenching. This could be related to the pre-
processing effects during the infalling processes (assuming galax-
ies are incorporated in substructures already evolving; see e.g.,
Gavazzi et al. 2003; Aguerri et al. 2017; Donnari et al. 2021). Our
results are differ from those of Knowles et al. (2022), who find no
dependence of the star formation with the cluster-centric distance
– but the distinction between red and blue galaxies is key for this
result. In particular, the results of Balogh et al. (1999; in a redshift
range similar to our cluster) show that the last episode of star for-
mation is more recent for galaxies in the outskirts than in inner
regions.

5.5. On the pre-processing scenario

To sum up, all the galaxies were formed around the same epoch
(with the exception of some outer blue ones). Red galaxies had
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Fig. 13: Distributions of SFH parameters t0 (top row) and τ/t0 (bottom row), shown from left to right. Grey histograms represent
the distribution of all the galaxies in the cluster in all panels. Red, blue, and black histograms represent the distribution of red, blue
and all galaxies at different cluster-centric distances: All the galaxies in the cluster (first column), galaxies within 0.5 R200 (second
column), and galaxies within 0.5 R200 and R200 (third column)

we find the most massive galaxies and the fraction of AGN is
larger.

5.4. sSFR: Radial variation

From the SFH parameters, we can conclude that red galaxies
have already been quenched independently of their position in
the cluster; whereas for blue galaxies, the quenching process
proceeds from the inner to the outer regions of the cluster. To
confirm this conclusion, we study the variation of the sSFR with
the distance (see Fig. 14). It is worth noticing that blue galax-
ies have a sSFR at all the cluster-centric radius that are above
sS FR = 0.1 Gyr−1, which is the threshold adopted by Peng
et al. (2010) to differentiate star-forming galaxies from quenched
galaxies. The mean sSFR of blue galaxies also clearly increases
from inside-out of the cluster; in contrast, the mean sSFR of the
red galaxies remains constant within the error bars. This sug-
gests that red galaxies have quenched before their accretion to
the cluster or were quenched within it in an earlier accretion
epoch, while blue galaxies are still in the process of quench-
ing. This could be related to the pre-processing effects during the
infalling processes (assuming galaxies are incorporated in sub-
structures already evolving; see e.g. Gavazzi et al. 2003; Aguerri
et al. 2017; Donnari et al. 2021). Our results are differ from those
of Knowles et al. (2022), who find no dependence of the star
formation with the cluster-centric distance – but the distinction
between red and blue galaxies is key for this result. In particular,

the results of Balogh et al. (1999) (in a redshift range similar to
our cluster) show that the last episode of star formation is more
recent for galaxies in the outskirts than in inner regions.

5.5. On the pre-processing scenario

To sum up, all the galaxies were formed around the same epoch
(with the exception of some outer blue ones). Red galaxies had
shorter star formation periods and have a similar SFH, indepen-
dently of their position in the cluster. Meanwhile, blue galaxies
are still forming stars or have been forming them until very re-
cently, and galaxies in the inner regions are quenching faster than
in the outer ones. However, red galaxies were quenched earlier
on, independently of their position on the cluster. These results
suggest different evolutionary paths and accretion histories for
red and blue galaxies.

Illustris cosmological simulations have shown that pre-
processing plays a relevant role in quenching galaxies (Donnari
et al. 2021). They find that satellites can be quenched before in-
falling in dense environment, or after being accreted into any
host; or while being members of pre-processing hosts other than
the actual one where they are found today. AGN feedback and
mass-quenching may be acting in the pre-processing host phases.
This is a possible scenario for explaining the spatial variation of
the SFH of red and blue galaxies, their abundance, AGN fraction,
and variation of the galaxies properties with the radial distance
to the cluster centre.
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Fig. 13. Distributions of SFH parameters t0 (top row) and τ/t0 (bottom row), shown from left to right. Grey histograms represent the distribution
of all the galaxies in the cluster in all panels. Red, blue, and black histograms represent the distribution of red, blue and all galaxies at different
cluster-centric distances: all the galaxies in the cluster (first column), galaxies within 0.5R200 (second column), and galaxies within 0.5R200 and
R200 (third column).

shorter star formation periods and have a similar SFH, indepen-
dently of their position in the cluster. Meanwhile, blue galax-
ies are still forming stars or have been forming them until very
recently, and galaxies in the inner regions are quenching faster
than in the outer ones. However, red galaxies were quenched
earlier on, independently of their position on the cluster. These
results suggest different evolutionary paths and accretion histo-
ries for red and blue galaxies.

Illustris cosmological simulations have shown that pre-
processing plays a relevant role in quenching galaxies
(Donnari et al. 2021). They find that satellites can be quenched
before infalling in dense environment, or after being accreted
into any host; or while being members of pre-processing hosts
other than the actual one where they are found today. AGN feed-
back and mass-quenching may be acting in the pre-processing
host phases. This is a possible scenario for explaining the spatial
variation of the SFH of red and blue galaxies, their abundance,
AGN fraction, and variation of the galaxies properties with the
radial distance to the cluster centre.

Another scenario is the ’slow-then-rapid’ quenching (see
e.g., Maier et al. 2019; Roberts et al. 2019; Kipper et al. 2021),
whereby galaxies undergo slow quenching processes and, once
they enter a dense environment, start a faster quenching phase.
Results from Pallero et al. (2022), using the C-EAGLE simulation
support this scenario. They show that these processes usually
become relevant at ∼R200, where the ICM reaches a density high
enough for ram-pressure stripping to become relevant. They also

find that the fraction of galaxies quenched in situ, in compari-
son the fraction of galaxies quenched because of pre-processing,
decreases as M200 increases.

A combination of both scenarios may serve us to interpret
the spatial and radial distributions of the stellar population prop-
erties that are found. We identified red galaxies with very similar
properties along the whole cluster. Red galaxies may quenched
within smaller structures that were later accreted to the cluster.
According to the results from Pallero et al. (2022) , for a cluster
of this mass (M200 = 3.3 × 1014 M�), we would expect a similar
fraction of galaxies quenched inside the cluster and quenched via
pre-processing. However, we find that ∼73% of the red galaxies
are within R200, so in order to be compatible with these results,
some of the inner red galaxies would have to be part of a dif-
ferent halo. On the other hand, the results from Donnari et al.
(2021) show that the pre-processing scenario is relevant for
low mass galaxies and that massive galaxies quench on their
own.

If we assume that some of the blue galaxies belong to
the original halo and some have been accreted later, we could
explain the behaviour of blue galaxies and the greater dispersion
of their properties, as well as the greater amount of quenching
among inner ones. However, Pallero et al. (2022) estimate that
the quenching timescale for galaxies once the in-fall beyond R200
is ∼1 Gyr, but our estimations of ∆tq are larger for blue galax-
ies, and only some of the red galaxies are compatible with these
values, regardless of their distance to the cluster centre. These
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Fig. 14: Radial distribution of the mean sSFR. The gray dashed
lines shows the limit of the FoV of miniJPAS. The black dashed
line shows Peng et al. (2010) criteria to distinguish among star-
forming and quiescent galaxies. Red dots represent red galaxies.
Blue dots represent blue galaxies.

Another scenario is the ’slow-then-rapid’ quenching (see e.g.
Maier et al. 2019; Roberts et al. 2019; Kipper et al. 2021),
whereby galaxies undergo slow quenching processes and, once
they enter a dense environment, start a faster quenching phase.
Results from Pallero et al. (2022), using the C-EAGLE simulation
support this scenario. They show that these processes usually be-
come relevant at ∼ R200, where the ICM reaches a density high
enough for ram-pressure stripping to become relevant. They also
find that the fraction of galaxies quenched in situ, in compari-
son the fraction of galaxies quenched because of pre-processing,
decreases as M200 increases.

A combination of both scenarios may serve us to interpret
the spatial and radial distributions of the stellar population prop-
erties that are found. We identified red galaxies with very similar
properties along the whole cluster. Red galaxies may quenched
within smaller structures that were later accreted to the cluster.
According to the results from Pallero et al. (2022) , for a cluster
of this mass (M200 = 3.3 × 1014 M�), we would expect a similar
fraction of galaxies quenched inside the cluster and quenched via
pre-processing. However, we find that ∼ 73 % of the red galaxies
are within R200, so in order to be compatible with these results,
some of the inner red galaxies would have to be part of a dif-
ferent halo. On the other hand, the results from Donnari et al.
(2021) show that the pre-processing scenario is relevant for low
mass galaxies and that massive galaxies quench on their own.

If we assume that some of the blue galaxies belong to the
original halo and some have been accreted later, we could ex-
plain the behaviour of blue galaxies and the greater dispersion
of their properties, as well as the greater amount of quenching
among inner ones. However, Pallero et al. (2022) estimate that
the quenching timescale for galaxies once the in-fall beyond R200
is ∼ 1 Gyr, but our estimations of ∆tq are larger for blue galax-
ies, and only some of the red galaxies are compatible with these
values, regardless of their distance to the cluster centre. These
suggest that the accretion and evolution scenario may be more
complex and a different model is required.

6. Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we study the stellar population properties of the
miniJPAS cluster mJPC2470-1771 using the J-PAS photometric
filter system. Its redshift is z = 0.29, its mass M200 = 3.3 ×
1014 M�, and its radius R200 = 1.304 kpc. We used the fossil
record method for stellar populations and we analysed the SEDs
(J-spectra) of the galaxy members of the cluster. The cluster was
detected and its members were selected using AMICO (Maturi
et al., in prep.) based on PHOTOZ, with an ultimate selection of
99 objects.

We used the BaySeAGal code to fit the stellar continuum
and constrain the stellar population properties by assuming a
delayed-τ model for the SFH. The parameters obtained with
BaySeAGal are the stellar mass, the metallicity, and the ex-
tinction AV , t0, and τ. We used these parameters and fittings to
calculate the mass- and light-weighted ages and the extinction-
corrected rest frame (u − r) colours. We established a set of
criteria to select the ELG population, using the median error
of the closest filters to Hα wavelength and the predictions for
the EW(Hα), EW([NII]), EW(Hβ), and EW([OIII]) made with
Martínez-Solaeche et al. (2021) ANN. We used the WHAN
and BPT diagrams to separate SF, AGNs, and quiescent-retired
galaxies. We studied the spatial distribution of the stellar popu-
lation properties in the cluster as well as the radial distribution
of the abundances of red, blue, SF galaxies, and AGN hosts. The
main conclusions of our analysis are as follows:

– We observe a fraction of red galaxies (52 %) that is larger
than that in the whole AEGIS field set of galaxies with red-
shift 0.25 < z < 0.35, which is ∼ 20%. The distribution of
the stellar population properties in the mass-colour diagrams
is the same as the whole set.

– We selected a total of 48 ELG. These are dominated by
young galaxies and most of the blue, less massive galaxies
have been selected as ELGs. There are red galaxies in this
set, showing the lowest inferred values of EW(Hα), being
the median value equal to 8.96 Å. 65.3% of these galaxies are
probably star-forming galaxies, while 24.4% could be AGNs
and the rest could be SF, AGNs, or composite galaxies.

– The red, older, more massive galaxies are mainly located in
the inner part (d < 0.5 R200) of the cluster, where the density
is higher. The blue, and SF galaxies are more numerous at
(d > 0.5 R200), and their abundance increases with radial dis-
tance, being equal to the red galaxy fraction at d ∼ 0.5 R200.
The abundance of the AGNs population decreases with the
radial distance and it is higher at the cluster centre.

– In analysing the SFH, we find that galaxy members were
formed roughly at the same epoch, but blue galaxies have ex-
perienced more recent star formation periods. Our results are
compatible with a scenario where red galaxies are quenched
prior to the cluster accretion or an earlier cluster accretion
epoch; whereas blue galaxies may be in the transition to be
quenched. This is also supported by the radial distribution of
the red and blue galaxy populations, because the mean stellar
age remains constant for red galaxies, but decreases for blue
galaxies along with the distance to the BCG.

– The sSFR of the red galaxies is almost constant with ra-
dial distance at sSFR ∼ 0.02 Gyr−1. The sSFR of blue
galaxies decreases with the cluster-centric radius from sSFR
∼ 0.1 Gyr−1 to above ∼ 0.7 Gyr−1 beyond 0.5 R200. This sug-
gests that the quenching of blue galaxies is progressing from
the inside-out of the cluster. AGN feedback or mass (or both)
might also be intervening in the quenching of red galaxies.
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Fig. 14. Radial distribution of the mean sSFR. The gray dashed lines
shows the limit of the FoV of miniJPAS. The black dashed line shows
Peng et al. (2010) criteria to distinguish among star-forming and quies-
cent galaxies. Red dots represent red galaxies. Blue dots represent blue
galaxies.

suggest that the accretion and evolution scenario may be more
complex and a different model is required.

6. Summary and conclusions

In this paper, we study the stellar population properties of the
miniJPAS cluster mJPC2470-1771 using the J-PAS photometric
filter system. Its redshift is z = 0.29, its mass M200 = 3.3 ×
1014 M�, and its radius R200 = 1.304 kpc. We used the fossil
record method for stellar populations and we analysed the SEDs
(J-spectra) of the galaxy members of the cluster. The cluster was
detected and its members were selected using AMICO (Maturi
et al., in prep.) based on PHOTOZ, with an ultimate selection of
99 objects.

We used the BaySeAGal code to fit the stellar continuum
and constrain the stellar population properties by assuming a
delayed-τ model for the SFH. The parameters obtained with
BaySeAGal are the stellar mass, the metallicity, and the extinc-
tion AV , t0, and τ. We used these parameters and fittings to
calculate the mass- and light-weighted ages and the extinction-
corrected rest frame (u − r) colours. We established a set of
criteria to select the ELG population, using the median error
of the closest filters to Hα wavelength and the predictions
for the EW(Hα), EW([NII]), EW(Hβ), and EW([OIII]) made
with Martínez-Solaeche et al. (2021) ANN. We used the WHAN
and BPT diagrams to separate SF, AGNs, and quiescent-retired
galaxies. We studied the spatial distribution of the stellar popu-
lation properties in the cluster as well as the radial distribution
of the abundances of red, blue, SF galaxies, and AGN hosts. The
main conclusions of our analysis are as follows:

– We observe a fraction of red galaxies (52%) that is larger
than that in the whole AEGIS field set of galaxies with red-
shift 0.25 < z < 0.35, which is ∼20%. The distribution of the
stellar population properties in the mass-colour diagrams is
the same as the whole set.

– We selected a total of 48 ELG. These are dominated by
young galaxies and most of the blue, less massive galaxies
have been selected as ELGs. There are red galaxies in this
set, showing the lowest inferred values of EW(Hα), being
the median value equal to 8.96 Å. 65.3% of these galax-
ies are probably star-forming galaxies, while 24.4% could
be AGNs and the rest could be SF, AGNs, or composite
galaxies.

– The red, older, more massive galaxies are mainly located in
the inner part (d < 0.5R200) of the cluster, where the density
is higher. The blue, and SF galaxies are more numerous at
(d > 0.5R200), and their abundance increases with radial dis-
tance, being equal to the red galaxy fraction at d ∼ 0.5R200.
The abundance of the AGNs population decreases with the
radial distance and it is higher at the cluster centre.

– In analysing the SFH, we find that galaxy members were
formed roughly at the same epoch, but blue galaxies have
experienced more recent star formation periods. Our results
are compatible with a scenario where red galaxies are
quenched prior to the cluster accretion or an earlier cluster
accretion epoch; whereas blue galaxies may be in the tran-
sition to be quenched. This is also supported by the radial
distribution of the red and blue galaxy populations, because
the mean stellar age remains constant for red galaxies, but
decreases for blue galaxies along with the distance to the
BCG.

– The sSFR of the red galaxies is almost constant with
radial distance at sSFR∼ 0.02 Gyr−1. The sSFR of blue
galaxies decreases with the cluster-centric radius from
sSFR∼ 0.1 Gyr−1 to above ∼0.7 Gyr−1 beyond 0.5R200. This
suggests that the quenching of blue galaxies is progressing
from the inside-out of the cluster. AGN feedback or mass
(or both) might also be intervening in the quenching of red
galaxies.

Our results show that the environment plays a relevant role
in galaxy evolution, mainly manifested through a larger frac-
tion of red, more massive galaxies in denser regions, as well
as larger fraction of AGN hosts, lower, SFRs, and shorter star
formation episodes, compared to less dense regions. This also
shows the power of J-PAS in studies of the role of the envi-
ronment in galaxy evolution. We developed a methodology
that will be transferable to J-PAS data, providing more solid
results regarding the relation between galaxy evolution and the
environment.
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Fig. A.1: Stellar population properties of the galaxies belonging
to the cluster, using different AMICO catalogues.

Appendix A: AMICO versions

As mentioned in Sect.2.2, at the moment of writing of this paper,
there are three versions of the code AMICO under study. The dif-
ference among them resides in the redshift used for the computa-
tion of the amplitude, the association probability, and the rest of
the parameters. One of these versions uses the best PHOTOZ (the
absolute maximum of the probability density function of the red-
shift or zPDF) as input, however, other version uses zml (the me-
dian redshift of the zPDF) and the last one uses the zPDF itself
(see Hernán-Caballero et al. 2021 for more information about
the redshifts). The final version (including a group catalog for
miniJPAS) will be published in a future paper (Maturi et al., in
preparation). Since those results and the details about AMICO
escape the scope of this work, we refer the reader to Maturi et al.
(2005); Bellagamba et al. (2018a), and restrict ourselves here to
the study of the stellar population properties.

The parameter we used to select our set of galaxies is the
association probability. When changing the redshift, the asso-
ciation probability is affected as well. As a consequence, some
galaxies may be considered members or not of the cluster. In
fact, the total number of galaxies changes (99 galxies using the
PHOTOZ, 95 using the zml and 114 using the zPDF. Not only does
the number of galaxies change, but also the set of the common
galaxies between two different versions of the code does not
equal the smallest set of the two, although they are very sim-
ilar overall. There are 84 galaxies in common among the three
sets, and the larger discrepancies are 12 galaxies that appear with
PHOTOZ and zPDF but not with zml, and other 12 galaxies that
only appear with zPDF .

In Fig. A.1, we show the distribution of the stellar properties
obtained with the three different versions. These distributions are
practically the same, and the differences that appear are mainly
due to the different number of galaxies in each set, but the whole
image of the cluster remains the same. This is an important re-
sult for us, since our results remain valid independently of the
final version that may be chosen, as well as for AMICO, since it
proves that the cluster catalogue is robust regardless of the red-
shift definition being used.

Appendix B: Comparison of J-PAS data with GMOS
spectroscopy.

We carried out a spectroscopic follow up of the cluster with the
Gemini Multi Object Spectrometers (GMOS Hook et al. 2004)

mounted on the Gemini North telescope (Gemini program ID:
GN-2020A-DD-203, PI: Carrasco). In total, we measured the
spectroscopic redshifts for 53 galaxies observed with GMOS, of
which 38 galaxies are members of the cluster. Figure B.1 shows
a comparison among the J-spectra and the spectra obtained from
GMOS for two galaxies belonging to the cluster. This compari-
son shows the power of J-PAS photometric system to provide in-
formation equivalent to the spectroscopy data. We have already
shown that J-spectra can retrieve the stellar population proper-
ties with similar precision to spectroscopic datasets with S/N≥10
(González Delgado et al. 2021). With respect to GMOS data, J-
spectra have a better S/N ratio and it covers a larger wavelength
range that is not affected by calibration issues at the wavelengths
limits. Furthermore, many of the GMOS spectra do not cover
Hα wavelength range; and it is in only seven of these galax-
ies that Hα is observed. The right panel of Fig. B.1 shows an
example of a galaxy with measured Hα emission through the
ANN, and clearly detected in the J-spectra, that is not covered
in the GMOS spectrum. In addition, miniJPAS data allowed us
to observe most of the galaxies of the cluster brighter than 22.5
magnitude in the rSDSS band. In contrast, MOS spectroscopy is
limited by the minimum distance between fibers, which prevent
the simultaneous observations of galaxies that are close in the
sky, and some fibers are contaminated by several close objects.
Thus, J-PAS data is more suitable than GMOS spectra for our
analysis.

In addition to the galaxies in the clusters, our GMOS ob-
servations include more galaxies of miniJPAS. To test our ELG
detection methods, we included all the galaxies from miniJPAS
that were observed in the Hα wavelength range. This includes
seven spectra of the galaxies belonging to the cluster plus an-
other six galaxies outside the cluster that show Hα emission
in their GMOS spectra. Table B.1 summarises the results ob-
tained with both methods for these galaxies. We note that none
of the methods classify as ELG any of the galaxies that show no
Hα emission in their spectra (covering the corresponding wave-
length). The different criteria for red and blue galaxies is shown
to be required in this table. If we choose the same σ = 1 de-
tection level for blue or red galaxies, we find that red galaxies
that actually show no emission line are classified as ELG. If we
choose the same σ = 3 detection level, we end up selecting too
few blue ELG which do in fact show Hα emission (seen in the
GMOS spectra). This is a consequence of the different brightness
of red and blue galaxies: the mean and standard deviation values
of the rSDSS magnitudes is 20.37± 0.82 mag for red galaxies and
21.58 ± 0.89 mag for blue galaxies. This also produces the dif-
ference between the S/N ratios at the Hα wavelength range for
the red and blue galaxies. The median value of the S/N of the
three filters closer to Hα at the cluster redshift is 14.67 for red
galaxies and 5.27 for blue galaxies, which is almost three times
better for red galaxies than for blue galaxies.

Appendix C: ELG classification

In Sect. 4.3, we describe how we classified the ELG into SF
galaxies and AGNs using the WHAN and BPT diagrams, and
we explain that it is difficult to uniquely classify each galaxy.
Figure C.1 illustrates this difficulty and the uncertainty that we
face in this classification.

Figure C.1 shows two galaxies that are classified as SF in
the WHAN diagram and as Seyfert galaxies in the BPT. The J-
spectra of the galaxy 2470–3670 shows that it is probably an ex-
treme emission line galaxy (EELG, see Iglesias-Páramo & Ar-
royo 2022), due to its weak continuum and its strong emission
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Fig. A.1. Stellar population properties of the galaxies belonging to the
cluster, using different AMICO catalogues.

As mentioned in Sect.2.2, at the moment of writing of this
paper, there are three versions of the code AMICO under study.
The difference among them resides in the redshift used for the
computation of the amplitude, the association probability, and
the rest of the parameters. One of these versions uses the best
PHOTOZ (the absolute maximum of the probability density func-
tion of the redshift or zPDF) as input, however, other version
uses zml (the median redshift of the zPDF) and the last one uses
the zPDF itself (see Hernán-Caballero et al. 2021 for more infor-
mation about the redshifts). The final version (including a group
catalog for miniJPAS) will be published in a future paper (Maturi
et al., in preparation). Since those results and the details about
AMICO escape the scope of this work, we refer the reader to
Maturi et al. (2005), Bellagamba et al. (2018a), and restrict our-
selves here to the study of the stellar population properties.

The parameter we used to select our set of galaxies is the
association probability. When changing the redshift, the asso-
ciation probability is affected as well. As a consequence, some
galaxies may be considered members or not of the cluster. In
fact, the total number of galaxies changes (99 galxies using the
PHOTOZ, 95 using the zml and 114 using the zPDF. Not only does
the number of galaxies change, but also the set of the common
galaxies between two different versions of the code does not
equal the smallest set of the two, although they are very sim-
ilar overall. There are 84 galaxies in common among the three
sets, and the larger discrepancies are 12 galaxies that appear with
PHOTOZ and zPDF but not with zml, and other 12 galaxies that
only appear with zPDF .

In Fig. A.1, we show the distribution of the stellar proper-
ties obtained with the three different versions. These distribu-
tions are practically the same, and the differences that appear are
mainly due to the different number of galaxies in each set, but the
whole image of the cluster remains the same. This is an impor-
tant result for us, since our results remain valid independently
of the final version that may be chosen, as well as for AMICO,
since it proves that the cluster catalogue is robust regardless of
the redshift definition being used.

Appendix B: Comparison of J-PAS data with GMOS
spectroscopy.

We carried out a spectroscopic follow up of the cluster with the
Gemini Multi Object Spectrometers (GMOS Hook et al. 2004)
mounted on the Gemini North telescope (Gemini program ID:
GN-2020A-DD-203, PI: Carrasco). In total, we measured the
spectroscopic redshifts for 53 galaxies observed with GMOS, of
which 38 galaxies are members of the cluster. Figure B.1 shows
a comparison among the J-spectra and the spectra obtained from
GMOS for two galaxies belonging to the cluster. This com-
parison shows the power of J-PAS photometric system to pro-
vide information equivalent to the spectroscopy data. We have
already shown that J-spectra can retrieve the stellar population
properties with similar precision to spectroscopic datasets with
S/N≥10 (González Delgado et al. 2021). With respect to GMOS
data, J-spectra have a better S/N and it covers a larger wavelength
range that is not affected by calibration issues at the wavelengths
limits. Furthermore, many of the GMOS spectra do not cover
Hα wavelength range; and it is in only seven of these galax-
ies that Hα is observed. The right panel of Fig. B.1 shows an
example of a galaxy with measured Hα emission through the
ANN, and clearly detected in the J-spectra, that is not covered
in the GMOS spectrum. In addition, miniJPAS data allowed us
to observe most of the galaxies of the cluster brighter than 22.5
magnitude in the rSDSS band. In contrast, MOS spectroscopy is
limited by the minimum distance between fibers, which prevent
the simultaneous observations of galaxies that are close in the
sky, and some fibers are contaminated by several close objects.
Thus, J-PAS data is more suitable than GMOS spectra for our
analysis.

In addition to the galaxies in the clusters, our GMOS obser-
vations include more galaxies of miniJPAS. To test our ELG
detection methods, we included all the galaxies from miniJ-
PAS that were observed in the Hα wavelength range. This
includes seven spectra of the galaxies belonging to the cluster
plus another six galaxies outside the cluster that show Hα emis-
sion in their GMOS spectra. Table B.1 summarises the results
obtained with both methods for these galaxies. We note that
none of the methods classify as ELG any of the galaxies that
show no Hα emission in their spectra (covering the correspond-
ing wavelength). The different criteria for red and blue galax-
ies is shown to be required in this table. If we choose the same
σ = 1 detection level for blue or red galaxies, we find that red
galaxies that actually show no emission line are classified as
ELG. If we choose the same σ = 3 detection level, we end up
selecting too few blue ELG which do in fact show Hα emission
(seen in the GMOS spectra). This is a consequence of the differ-
ent brightness of red and blue galaxies: the mean and standard
deviation values of the rSDSS magnitudes is 20.37 ± 0.82 mag
for red galaxies and 21.58 ± 0.89 mag for blue galaxies. This
also produces the difference between the S/N ratios at the Hα
wavelength range for the red and blue galaxies. The median
value of the S/N of the three filters closer to Hα at the clus-
ter redshift is 14.67 for red galaxies and 5.27 for blue galaxies,
which is almost three times better for red galaxies than for blue
galaxies.
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Fig. B.1: Comparison among the J-spectra and the GMOS spectra of two galaxies belonging to the cluster. Colour points represent
the J-spectra. Grey lines represent the GMOS spectra. The black band shows the magnitudes of the mean model ± one σ uncertainty
level. The difference between the model and the mean model fitted magnitudes are plotted as a small coloured points around the
black bottom line. Vertical, black dashed lines show the wavelengths corresponding to [OIII] and Hα emission lines.

Table B.1: Results of the emission line classification method

Galaxies with Hα
emission in GMOS

Median error
classification

ANN classi-
fication

Median error notes ANN notes

2470-1168 Yes Yes - -
2470-494 Yes Yes - -
2470-536 ? ? J-spectra shows no emission Unable to calculate values
2470-1646 Yes Yes - -
2470-1744 No No Classified as line-emission when

using the spectroscopic redshift
EWmin=35.31, EW=2.44±6.32

2470-2129 Yes Yes - -
2470-2328 Yes Yes - -
2470-2524 Yes Yes - -
2470-2401 Yes Yes - -
2470-2667 ? ? J-spectra shows no emission Unable to calculate values
2470-1920 Yes Yes - -
2470-1625 Yes Yes - -
2470-2403 Yes Yes - -

Notes. First column shows the J-PAS ID of the galaxies with Hα emission in GMOS. Second and third columns show if the galaxy was classified
as an emission line one with the median error method and the ANN method, respectively. Fourth and fifth columns show some comments on why
each method failed to classify the galaxy properly.

lines. However, its Seyfert classification is poorly constrained
by the [NII]/Hα ratio and error. However, its probability of be-
ing a SF galaxy in the WHAN diagram is equal to 1, and so,
this galaxy is classified as SF. On the contrary, 2470–1646 is
classified as well-constrained in the BPT as a Seyfert. In addi-
tion, its GMOS spectrum shows [OIII]/Hβ and [NII] /Hα ratios
of Seyfert galaxies. In the WHAN diagram, the J-spectra data
place it close to the SF region, and the probability of being clas-
sified as a SF is 0.55. A deep inspection of the J-spectra images
at the Hα and close continuum filters shows that it is a spiral
galaxy with extended Hα emission that could be produced by
the AGN and young stars. This galaxy is finally classified as an
AGN, although it has SF properties.

These cases motivate our simpler classification according
with their probability in the WHAN diagram as SF or BPT dia-
gram as AGN. Other cases that are between the ’composite’ re-
gions in the WHAN or BPT are classified as SF-AGN. Table C.1
shows the position on each diagram for every galaxy and the fi-
nal classification given to it, attending to the criteria described in
Sect. 4.3.
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Fig. B.1. Comparison among the J-spectra and the GMOS spectra of two galaxies belonging to the cluster. Colour points represent the J-spectra.
Grey lines represent the GMOS spectra. The black band shows the magnitudes of the mean model ± one σ uncertainty level. The difference
between the model and the mean model fitted magnitudes are plotted as a small coloured points around the black bottom line. Vertical, black
dashed lines show the wavelengths corresponding to [OIII] and Hα emission lines.

Table B.1. Results of the emission line classification method

Galaxies with Hα
emission in GMOS

Median error
classification

ANN
classification

Median error notes ANN notes

2470-1168 Yes Yes - -
2470-494 Yes Yes - -
2470-536 ? ? J-spectra shows no emission Unable to calculate values
2470-1646 Yes Yes - -
2470-1744 No No Classified as line-emission

when using the spectroscopic
redshift

EWmin=35.31,
EW=2.44±6.32

2470-2129 Yes Yes - -
2470-2328 Yes Yes - -
2470-2524 Yes Yes - -
2470-2401 Yes Yes - -
2470-2667 ? ? J-spectra shows no emission Unable to calculate values
2470-1920 Yes Yes - -
2470-1625 Yes Yes - -
2470-2403 Yes Yes - -

Notes. First column shows the J-PAS ID of the galaxies with Hα emission in GMOS. Second and third columns show if the galaxy was classified
as an emission line one with the median error method and the ANN method, respectively. Fourth and fifth columns show some comments on why
each method failed to classify the galaxy properly.
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Appendix C: ELG classification

In Sect. 4.3, we describe how we classified the ELG into SF
galaxies and AGNs using the WHAN and BPT diagrams, and
we explain that it is difficult to uniquely classify each galaxy.
Figure C.1 illustrates this difficulty and the uncertainty that we
face in this classification.

Figure C.1 shows two galaxies that are classified as SF in
the WHAN diagram and as Seyfert galaxies in the BPT. The J-
spectra of the galaxy 2470–3670 shows that it is probably an
extreme emission line galaxy (EELG, see Iglesias-Páramo et al.
2022), due to its weak continuum and its strong emission lines.
However, its Seyfert classification is poorly constrained by the
[NII]/Hα ratio and error. However, its probability of being a SF
galaxy in the WHAN diagram is equal to 1, and so, this galaxy is
classified as SF. On the contrary, 2470–1646 is classified as well-
constrained in the BPT as a Seyfert. In addition, its GMOS spec-
trum shows [OIII]/Hβ and [NII] /Hα ratios of Seyfert galaxies.
In the WHAN diagram, the J-spectra data place it close to the SF
region, and the probability of being classified as a SF is 0.55. A
deep inspection of the J-spectra images at the Hα and close con-
tinuum filters shows that it is a spiral galaxy with extended Hα
emission that could be produced by the AGN and young stars.
This galaxy is finally classified as an AGN, although it has SF
properties.

These cases motivate our simpler classification according
with their probability in the WHAN diagram as SF or BPT
diagram as AGN. Other cases that are between the ’compos-
ite’ regions in the WHAN or BPT are classified as SF-AGN.
Table C.1 shows the position on each diagram for every galaxy
and the final classification given to it, attending to the criteria
described in Sect. 4.3.

Table C.1. Classification of the ELG population attending to the
WHAN and BPT diagrams.

ID WHAN BPT Final classification

2470-1030 SF-Seyfert Seyfert AGN
2470-1117 SF SF-Seyfert SF
2470-1168 SF SF SF
2470-1174 SF SF-Seyfert SF
2470-1205 SF-Seyfert Seyfert AGN
2470-1287 SF SF-Seyfert SF
2470-1344 SF SF SF
2470-1376 SF SF-Seyfert SF
2470-1401 SF SF SF
2470-1457 SF SF SF
2470-1478 SF-Seyfert SF-Seyfert SF-AGN?
2470-1506 SF SF SF
2470-1587 SF-Seyfert Seyfert AGN
2470-1593 SF-LINER Seyfert AGN
2470-1646 SF Seyfert AGN
2470-1650 SF SF-Seyfert SF
2470-1695 LINER SF-LINER AGN
2470-1757 SF SF-Seyfert SF
2470-1771 LINER LINER AGN
2470-1789 SF SF SF
2470-1827 SF SF SF
2470-1941 SF SF SF
2470-2129 SF SF-Seyfert SF
2470-2328 SF SF-Seyfert SF
2470-2350 SF SF SF
2470-2446 SF SF SF
2470-2493 SF SF SF
2470-2524 SF SF SF
2470-2693 SF-Seyfert SF-LINER SF-AGN?
2470-2791 SF SF SF
2470-2799 SF SF SF
2470-2832 SF-LINER Seyfert AGN
2470-2910 SF SF-Seyfert SF
2470-2949 SF SF SF
2470-2964 SF-LINER Seyfert AGN
2470-3255 SF-Seyfert SF-LINER SF-AGN?
2470-3345 SF SF SF
2470-3670 SF Seyfert SF
2470-3712 SF-Seyfert Seyfert AGN
2470-3848 SF-Seyfert SF-Seyfert SF-AGN?
2470-4414 SF SF SF
2470-4691 SF-Seyfert Seyfert AGN
2470-492 SF SF SF
2470-494 SF SF SF

2470-5523 SF SF SF
2470-587 SF SF SF
2470-701 SF SF SF
2470-734 SF-Seyfert SF-LINER SF-AGN?
2470-823 SF-Seyfert Seyfert AGN

Notes. First column shows the ID of the galaxy. Second and third
columns show the classification on the WHAN and BPT diagrams,
respectively. Fourth column shows our final consideration using both
diagrams and taking into account the errors of the predictions. Question
marks indicate the possibility of the galaxy belonging to such category,
but express our insecurity due to errors being to big, the spectrum being
too noisy or to a great discrepancy in the WHAN and BPT classes.
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Fig. C.1: Example of a star-forming galaxy (top row) and a Seyfert galaxy (bottom row). From left to right, the panels in each galaxy
show the spectra and its position in the WHAN and BPT diagrams (where the contours represent this work’s galaxy density in each
diagram). The solid orange and black lines represent the Cid Fernandes et al. (2010) transposition of the Kauffmann et al. (2003a)
and Kewley et al. (2001) SF-AGN distiction criteria, and the green solid line represents the transposition of the Kewley et al. (2006)
made by Cid Fernandes et al. (2010). The dashed black line represents the distinction between retired galaxies and LINERs (Cid
Fernandes et al. 2011).
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Fig. C.1. Example of a star-forming galaxy (top row) and a Seyfert galaxy (bottom row). From left to right, the panels in each galaxy show the
spectra and its position in the WHAN and BPT diagrams (where the contours represent this work’s galaxy density in each diagram). The solid
orange and black lines represent the Cid Fernandes et al. (2010) transposition of the Kauffmann et al. (2003a) and Kewley et al. (2001) SF-AGN
distiction criteria, and the green solid line represents the transposition of the Kewley et al. (2006) made by Cid Fernandes et al. (2010). The dashed
black line represents the distinction between retired galaxies and LINERs (Cid Fernandes et al. 2011).
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